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ABSTRACT 
1. 
. 
i'he major portion of the critical commentary on 
' Shaw's plays of the nineties is, unquestionably, of a 
caliber which would make both scholar and student shudder 
in disbelief. Not only are the critiques few, but they 
are almost totally inadequate and imperceptive, treating 
only the most obvious of Shaw 1 s ideas and themes. The 
cause of this critical drought, o~viously, lies not in 
the shallowness of Shaw's plays, but rather in the 
inability of the reviewers to realize that the source of 
Shaw's early dramatic ideas exists not in his Prefaces, 
as they would have us believe, but in his extended 
essay The Quin~essence of Ibsenism. A re-examination 
of four of Shaw•s ~ajor plays from the last decade o.f 
, •• f,~ 
-· . 
the nineteenth cent~ry wi11·not only convince us of this 
fact, but will, at the same time, provide a much-needed 
ff 
critical re-evaluation of Shaw's early drama. 
• 
One of the most important points which Shaw develops 
0 
in The Quintessence, is his division of society irito 
three distinct classes: philistine, idealist, and 
realist. The philistines, who ar~ the lowest and most 
numerous on the social scale, are satisfied with the· 
status quo of soc·iety. Next in the order of ascent is the 
idealist who realizes that society is not at its best but 
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. .. 
who is arraid to admit this fact and zealously attempts 
to keep the world from facing reality. Finally, the 
. . 
t ~ •l'i 
realist is the. one who would have everyone see that the 
, 
idealist is deceiving them and would have the world 
view life realistically. The importance of these 
character types cannot be over-stressed, for they ~orm 
the basic character nucleus in Shaw's early dramas. 
I 
Mrs. Warren's Profession involves a conflict between 
the idealist Kitty and ·her emerging realist daughter 
Vivie. So too in Candida, the emerging realist March-
banks contends with the idealist Morell over the 
..... 
af~ections or the philistine, Candida. The Devil's 
Disciple pits the realist Dick Dudgeon against his 
idealistic mother, and Captai~ Brassbound's Conversion 
finds the idealistic captain opposed by the realist .,. 
Lady Cicely. 
Similarly, many of the other id.e:as. which Shaw 
expounds in The Quintessence are also introduced as 
the major themes or the points of conflict between the 
character types in his early dramas. Thus, arter Shaw 
discusses the superiority of the self-sufficien.t 
11new-woman" and her advanced ideas over the, conventional 
woman and her unreasoning dependence on man, he examines 
this point at some length in Mrs. Warren's Profession. 
By placing Vivie,. who views woman's position realistically. 
in opposition to her id.e~listic conventional n1other, 
Shaw leads the audience to realize Viviet s obvious 
·, 
.;.I 
~- . 
superiority. Again, in the -essay, Shaw takes to task tl)le 
' 
... 
"' 
.. , 
conventional male Victorian's concept of Ir1B.rriage; he 
finds it.hypocritical and outdated, a fact which the 
minister Morell in Candida, comes also to perceive after 
his encounter with the realist Marchbanks. Religion 
rares no better in Shaw• s hands, for to his way or think-
ing it is a tool of the idealists, used to mask the 
reality of death. To illustrate his point Shaw stresses 
., 
the obvious personal superiority of the realist Dick 
Dudgeon, who subscribes to no religion, over his mother, 
a strict adherent to Puritanism. Captain Brassbound 1s 
Conversion points up how utterly false the idealistic 
concept of duty to another is, by having the realist, 
Lady Cicely, show how the captain's life is totally 
without meaning because of his obsession with his duty 
tq his mother, a point which S~aw, again, had originally 
.q;_eal t 1r1i th in The ~intessence. 
/ 
Hence, by means of this analysis, we are presented 
not only with a re-evaluation of Shaw's plays of the 
nineties, but also a greater awareness of the fundamental 
importance of Tpe Quintessence 0£: Ibsenis!T! in Shaw's 
. '· 
early _!ll'ama. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In 1891; Ibs·en 1 s Ghosts was performed on the London 
stage. His earlier attacks on the inwB.I'd spirit of virtue 
/'\, 
· had ~ _een bad enough, but a violation as we11 of the 
'J,,,,;1•· 
outward form - of the decencies themselves - was intolerable: 
that sexual disease should be depicted on the stage was 
unthinkable• It A Doll I s House bad created a scandal• 
· GhQsts provoked a war. All the most· respectable news-
papers poured fo~th their foulest language of abuse. 
Clement Scott, writing in '!11e Daily Telegraph, compared 
the play to "an open drain; a loathsome sore unbandaged; 
. \ a dirty act done publicly; a lazar house with all its 
\,-
doors and windows open. 111 ' Such an outburst of· exasperated 
·virtue Shaw could not pass over. Only a year berore in 
a lecture to the Fabian Society, he had cl-aimed· Ibsen 
-as a socialist. He had now, obviously, no other course 
than to write a book for this same group in Ibsen's 
defense; the result was The Quintessence of Ibsenism. JI 7' a I JI I I 
Besides, Ibsen merited further study, for Shaw had 
become convinced that in the drama proper, the contro-
. ~ersial Norwegian was the most significant development 
of the nineteenth century. 
Now, although 'J:'Ae gui,nt,essence purports to be 
11 simply an exposition of Ibsenismn2 and a defense, 
it is, in fact, much more than this. The ideas expressed 
the~ein are not only basic Ibsenism, but even more 
r .. 
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basically Shavian in the sense that Shaw amplifies 
Ibsen's concepts and makes them his own. Thus, when 
not analyzing Ibsen's plays, Shaw is actually ·laying 
the groundwork for his own social and moral philo.-sophy 
,, which was ,to play a central role in his early dida.ctic 
. 5. 
drama.. The pivotal place of The Quintessence in tke -
development of his thought, in fact, Shaw fully admitted 
in 1949 when he reprinted in his Sixteen Self-Sketches 
the autobiographical sketch 1 which he had written for 
Frarik Harris thirty years earlier. Speaking of the 
,JI.Anti-Shakespear (sic) Campaign" which he and Harris 
were conducting together, he stated that between 1889, 
when "Ibsen's first broadside on England caught the 
London Theatre between wind and water," and 1894, when 
"Shaw's first shot at Shakespear (sic) was fired," Shaw 
had written his book on Ibsen" and was judging everything 
by the standard set up by the terrible Norw.~ian. n3 
Unfortunately, many of Shaw's critics are totally 
. . ' 
unaware of the fundamental importance of this early 
document. The result is that today Shaw's early theses 
are, perhaps, the most discussed points,and yet in some 
r·espects, . per~p.s the least 11U1derstood, "'simply because 
many reviewers ~ave not discovered the key to his 
dramatic thought of the nineties. In their critiques, 
these critics deal solely with the ideas which can be. 
gleaned from a simple·reading of the play itself. They 
reason that if Shaw were trying. to reform, the ideas 
. ' 
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• 
must be relatively obvious in order to effect this 
reformation. To some degree they are right, but that 
which is not obvious is not necessarily obscure, and 
they overlook the fact that the intellectual stimulation 
.. 
.. for which Shaw was striving does not preclude subtlety. 
Thus, being unaware that Shaw's plays extend beyond the 
level of the obvious, many critics treat only the most 
apparent ideas in his dramas, inadvertently perhaps, giving 
... 
the impression that Shaw's plays are mere child's play. 
In many cases, to support their suggestions they confidently 
point to the Prefaces, and since Shaw mentions nothing 
more, they assume there is nothing to be found in the play, 
but as Edmund Wilson notes, ''the Prefaces he (Shaw) pre-
fixes to his plays do not really explain them any more 
than The Qulltessence of I.bsenism really explains Ibsen."4 
As a result, these critics have difficulty understanding 
much of the action and motivation or, more often, simply 
_ignore it. It is not surprising, then, to find brevity 
and utter confusion associated with many of his plays. 
• 
This phenomenon is especially true of his early period for D 
the simple reason that his early Prefaces tended to be 
more analytic and explanatory; thus many reviewers relied 
solely on these, unaware that he drew heavily on __ an 
earlier prose source for his ideas. I 
\ 
With this limited view exhibited by the Shavian critics 
in mind, we are led then to the p~pose of this paper, 
Now, since Shaw's early plays are essential to an under-
l ., , 
... 
., 
: ' 
1. 
I • 
•I 
I 
' 
standing of his development, since they em~ody a good 
many of the main points of his social thought, and since 
as indicated above, they have, in ma.ny cases, been badly 
\ 
mistreated, it is my plan to reexamine four of his· most 
representative plays spanning the ~neti_es along with the 
major cri ticai"' 9ommentary. Ry this means I shall attemptJ 
to present a comprehensive vi~w of the range of didactic 
meaning in these plays, primarily by clarifying and 
enlarging on much that has been overlooked or oversimpli-
fied. To aid in this endeavor, I plan to stress the 
importance of The Quintessence of Ibsenism as a major 
work for the satisfactory evaluation of these plays. In 
my estimation it, not the Prefaces, is the key to pre - Man 
and Superman ( 19,-03) · Shavian drama tic thought, and al though 
some critics will agree with this view, very few illustrate 
how really important The Quintessence is to a thorough 
understanding of Shaw's plays of the nineties. Unless 
its significance is realized, one totally overlooks the 
important interplay of the idealist, realist, and 
philistine, the theme of duty, the conflict between the 
new woman and the conventional woman, and the emergence 
of the realist. Much of the poor critical commentary on 
Shaw's drama that exists today can be traded to a want of 
this realization. And finally, I plan to give the reader,··· 
perhaps somewhat incidentally, a view of the plays as 
entities in themselves in an effort to counteract in a 
small way the contemporary mania.to trace the development 
of Shavian ideas rather than view each play as ... a whole. 
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Sb.aw• s. '!'he Quin~esse,n;o,e .or l.bs,ell;is~ 
In the .first cl1.apter of his book, entitled 
"The ho Pioneers," Shaw begins by outlining some b~sic. 
Ibsenism. Much of it is, as we have indicated, even 
more basically Shavian. There are, he says, two kinds 
of spiritual pioneers or spiritual r·eformers. The first 
is the realist .. indulgence preacher ,11who declares that 
it is right to do something hitherto regarded as iDramous, n5 . 
the-man who teaches that the our~ently immoral is moral • 
Immoral is used here not only in its religious but also in 
its etymological sense; that is "izmnoral" which is contrary 
to established mores or customs. His counterpart is the 
abstinence preacher who advocates and enforces strict 
adherence to established religious and social ideals - to 
our duty"· as Christians and citizens - and finds ne,-r things 
to declare wrong whieh no one has hitherto seen any harm 
in. Mor~over, the 11firs.t is stoned and shrieked at" by 
the followers of the se-cond and called "all manner of 
I • approbrious names., 116 but secretly adored as a saviour from 
. ' 
--
C 
utter despair. The abstinence preacher~ however, is 
treated with great respect but hatedo "like the devi1.n7 
In general, Shaw favors the first, for progress consists 
- in the repudiation of duties; by rejecting duty another 
barrier to the ultimate evolution of the Superman is to~n 
down. 
But this classification, however striking• is really 
' only a subsidiary one, since all men are not reformers • 
:·,.' 
. ' 
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It is in the second chapter, entitled "Ideals and 
. 
Idealists," that Shaw lays the whole groundwork fo~ his 
system. fo~ here he makes his partition of mankind into 
three types: the idealists, the realists, and the 
philistines. The determination of the proper assignment 
of eaeh individual to his type depends on his use o~ 
rejection of masks to hide the face or the truth, wl:m.ch 
many fear to oonf'ront. These masks are our so-called 
"ideals." For example• religion creates an afterlif'e to 
.· mask the fina.li ty of death, and society, in order to 
insure ·its continued existence, assure~ us that ma.rriage 
is attended by domestic bliss. Those who refuse to look 
. 
at. anything but these masks are "idealists." The pars:> n 
who insists on tearing off these masks, in order to 
expose the reality underneath, is the realist. He realizes 
that death is total and no afterlife can ·be counted on• 
and that marriage is a tool of society and need not be 
' ~ blissful; hence, regarding the latter, he advocates divorce. 
The satisfied persons, who neither erect ~sks nor bother 
themselves about realities, but vegetate contentedly as 
they are• are the phili:itines. Out or every thousand 
persons·, Shaw guesses. the:re are 700 philistines• 299 
idealists, and only one lone realist. The last, obviously• 
! 
is going to have a difficult time in life. 
Since these three types play such a significant ~ole 
in Shaw's dramatic characterization, it w.i.11 be well
1
t~ 
4': .. 
·view them .more. fully. . or the three, the philistine is- the 
.. 
·1 
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lowest on the scale. He is astonished and somewhat 
' disturbed by the eccentric, the reform~r, the firebrand. 
who refuses to be placid and complacent about the status 
quo; h~ undertakes no active opposition, however. The 
philistine, moreover, has no real un~~rstanding or 
~ 
. 
I 
appreciation of art or beauty; nor can the philistine 
understand science any betyer. 
'f • 
The idealists, on the other hand, are certainly 
much more interesting but, as Shaw indicates, they are 
also much more dangerous, for wher.e the philistines are 
passive, the idealists are active. In·his estimation 
they are the main enemy and, consequeptly, he analyzes 
them with a thoroughness and precision unmatched in 
dealing with the other two types. The idealists are those 
who construct "fancy pictures 118 and expect the world to 
regard these illusions as real. Afraid of admitting 
many of life's truths, they atte1npt to force everyone, 
· including themselves, to conform to their policy of 
idealism, without examining its foundations and its past. 
Thus, because of their attempted deception, they are the 
chief obstacle to the little progress mankind must make 
before the appearance of the Superman. 
For this reason, Shaw believes that it is imperative 
that· the idealist be ex.terminated., but before this can be 
, 
accomplished it is essential that we recognize him. The 
idealist is "higher in the ascent of evolution than the 
philistines"9- and, as we have indicated, much more 
J 
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dang:erous. Since he "has taken refuge with the ideals 
because he hates himself and is ashamed of himself, 11 10 
·"', 
the idealist pulls up his mask between himself and hi·S 
unconscious opinion of himself, ana, either consciously 
or unconsciously, hates the highest on the scale - i.e., 
-
the realist - even more. Often the idealist brings his 
.. 
hatred out into the open" and strikes at him (the realist) 
with a dread and rancor of which the easy going philistine 
is guiltless. 11 11. He will proclaim his ideals by every 
~ 
means available, "in fiction, poetry, pulpit and platform 
oratory, and serious conversation. 1112 ' Fearing disillusion-
ment, in his rage he will accuse the realist of immorali~y 
and filthiness and ostracize him. 
The realist, in indulging his iconoclastic tendencies, 
is a man who does good without the artificial restraints 
., 
of the idealist; he is one who has "risen above the danger 
~nd the fear that his acquisitiveness will lead him to 
theft, his temper to murder, and his affections to 
debauchery, 1113 and, therefore, does not need the "ideal" 
of established religion. He is the "true prophetnl4 and 
yet he is denounced and persecuted, not by "the ignorant 
and the stupid," but by "the literate and the cultured."].5 
So at.length the realist loses patience with all ideals, 
and founds his life on his respect for _himself and on 
"faith in the yalidity of his own will. 1116 At the point 
0 
he realizes that ideals such as religion are false, he 
also realizes that theyqimposed on him artificial 
i 
.,.:, ,_l.J.. 
. 
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:1 obligations and that he has no obligatior;a. to religion 
. - -
or any other ideal~ but only to himself; the realist, 
therefore, · totally- rejects duty other than to himself. 
But it is his individualism that triumphs, not his -
(1"'''-• 
egotism. The idealist -Who equates realism with egotism 
... 
and pronounces that egotism means depravity, is wrong, for 
' 
the realist demands that a man live to be himself and not 
merely a "good man" according to the "ideals" of others. 
Yet the realist himself recognizes that life is always 
a case of "The ideal is dead; long live the-ideal! 1117 
iNew ideals replace the old after the old are exposed, but 
each new one is "less of an illusion than the one it has 
supplanted; so that the destroyer of ideals, though 
denounced enemy of society, • in fact sweeping as an l.S 
the world clear of lies. nl8 !Uh.is • the only 1S progress 
. that humanity as we know it can make, and the realization 
df this progress falls to the lot of the realist. 
Following up his distinction between the real~st 
- --
and the idealist, Shaw makes another between modern or I • 
new-woman and the womanly woman. The first, ·exemplified 
by Marie Bashkirtseff, a .forward-thinkipg contemporary 
of Shaw's, is a realist;. she is rationalisiric, ·independent, 
and emancipated. She realizes that she and her female 
con~empqraries are a tool of man, an ins~rument for 
sensuous enjoyment and, therefore, strives for physic~l 
and economic independence. Moreover, she is aware that 
marri~ge is not necessarily the state of domestic bliss 
I 
I 
• 
~- -
., 
. .;· !,·-.,, 
13 •. 
,)" 
that the· idealists would have her believe, and for this . . 
reason, and the fact that marriage requires dependence 
' on men, she rejects it~'~ ... Nor does she turn to prostitution., 
the only other alternative for woman in the nineties, 
but, rather, seeks to rebel against accepting·either of 
these ~tates which society would force on her, and seeks 
to secure a respectable, comfortable living on an equal 
footing with men. The second choice, exemplified by 
• 
great numbers of her sex, is idealistic, pure, submissive, 
self-sacrificing, parasitic. She is not an end in herself 
but a mere instrument for man's sensuous e~joyment. Yet, 
instead of this ugly fact, she has been taught to see 
first the strenuous fiction of romantic love which is 
satirized in Arms and the Man, and then the idealistic 
. _ _..~~;-
mask of the pure, indissoluble marriage, which is dealt 
a shattering blow in Candida.1S 
With these views and the purpose of the paper in 
' 
mind, we are now prepared to deal with four of Shaw's 
early dramas. 
.(.' 
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Chapter I - Mrs. Warren' e Profession ( 1894 ) 
Although critical commentary on Mrs. Warren's 
Professioais slight, it ranges from unqualified pra~se 
to bitter condemnation.. Curiously en·ough, however, the 
critics exhibit a remarkable uniformity in their 
incompleteness of treatment. Even more remarkable is 
their lack of percepti·on in that few realize precisely 
what Shaw's main thesis is, no doubt stelilII,ling from the 
fact that even fewer see it as a correlative of The 
Quintessence of Ibsenism, rely~ng solely, instead, on 
Shaw's remarks in the Preface. This, however, is not 
to condemn all that has been written on this particular 
play. On the contrary, most of the reviewers make a . 
,, 
\ 
good point or two, and several of the articles are fairly 
sound, as far as they go. The point is that the critics 
have failed to de~l with the play completely and effectively, 
-
and, as a result, have, perhaps unintentionally, given 
readers the impression that Mrs. Warren's Profession 
lacks depth. Hence, my purpose is to give a comprehensive 
view of the drama by pointing out that which is valid in 
the more important critical articles, and by adding to 
- this·my own analysis of ideas and tecbnjque in light of 
! The Quintessence of Ibsenism, .while at the sAme time 
tracing the development of critical thought surrounding 
t~e play. 
Perhaps the earliest critique of the play was a two 
,·; 
·., 
.. 
·, . 
•• 
L 
J 
I' 
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.. 
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• 
' . 
part review by Max Beerbohm, based on the manuscl"ipt 
.copy, which appeared i~ the S~turday Re;vie~. on Ma7 14, 
; ' 
. . 
1898 and May 211 1898, .four years- before the play was 
actually produced.1 Although by today•s standards it 
. ·-is not a particularly good review since it consists 
largely in a rehash of the plot with a rew comments 
added,. its significano.e lies in its attempt at objectivity 
ahd its l~ok of hysteria, two qualities- which are sorely 
. , 
wanting in subsequent reviews. Refusing to attack the 
play on moral grounds simply because the antagonist is a 
prostitute turned madam, he sees Sha.w as a "dramatist with 
a purpose. "2 However, what Shaw's purpose seems to be he 
never quite makes c1ear, probably because he feel·s Sba·w 
doesn't either. Shaw's failure, he indicates is due to 
Ua profound ignorance of hmnan nature.n3 In his estimation 
Shaw's characters are ~eal and, thererore, better 
suited to farce than to serious drama; in fact, he goes 
so far as to suggest that Shaw turn to comedy, for his 
talent, as he sees it, lies in this- direction: "Mr. Shaw 
has all the qualities which go to the writirig of good 
' farce. He may ~ry and try again to be serious, but his 
nationality:will always prevent him fPom succeeding in 
the. attempt. 114 As we Can see the review is notable, for, 
althou.gh he concludes that Shaw fails in his purpose, 
Beerbohra, unlike many or his innnediate succe~sors, is · 
. . 
objective enough to realize that Mrs. Warren's Profession 
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has a purpose. Moreover, he gives a reason other than 
moral laxity for the drama's failure - a reason many 
critics today agree is valid. 
Mrs. Warren's Profession· finally appeared on the 
" stage four years later in 1902, wheniin spite of the 
censor's refusal to issue it a license, the London Stage 
Society secured the small stage of the !rew Lyric Club 
for two performances. The reviews which greeted its 
initial performance are. in sharp contrast to that or· 
Max Beerbohm. To a large extent, it was subjected to 
vicious and hysterical moral attacks from which Shavian 
critical thought itself was not to recover for severa·l 
years. As an example I give here an excerpt from J. T. 
Grein's review which is characteristic of,· though somewhat 
milder than, a good many of the reviews: 
"It, was an exceedingly uncomfortable after-
noon. For there was a majority of women 
to listen to that which could only be 
understood by a majority of men. Nor was 
the play fit for women's earso By all 
means let us initiate our daughters before 
they cross the threshold of womanhood into 
those duties and functions of life which 
are vital in matrimony and maternityo But 
there is a boundary line, and its trans-
gression means peril - the peril of destroy-ing ideals. I go furthero Even me:n.need 
not know all the ugliness that lies below 
the surface of everyday life. To some 
male minds too much knowledge of the 
seamy side is poisonous, for it leads to pessimism, that pioneer of insanity and 
suicideo And, sure as I feel that most of 
the women, and a good many of the men, who 
were present at the. production of Mrs. 
Warrenvs Profession ~ the S,tage Society, 
aia not at rirs=t Eow, finally merely guessed, 
what was the woman's tradeo I cannot with-hold the opinion that the representation was 
unnecessary and( painful. It is mainly for. 
these reasons that, in spite of any great 
' 
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admiration for Bernard Shaw, the play 
· .. was not brought out by the late inde-
· 17. 
,. pendent theatre .. 11 5 -- . . ---------~·-. -- .. -- -· 
\Yi thin the next decade, the critical pendulum. swung; 
again in the opposite direction, and the majority of. 
critics hailed the play as a masterpiece. Writing in 
19)13., Cecil Armstrong remarks, characteristically of the 
period, that ••Mrs. Warren's Prof_ession is a decidedly 
un.pleasant play; a very large helping of humble pie in 
fact, but it is a great play and will live to be appre-
ciated, understood, and perhaps even blessed. 11 6, Moreover, 
this s·.tatement testifies to tll.e fact that critics during 
this period either could not or would not give adequate 
treatment to the play. The majority of criticism, then, 
during pre-war years and for some time after dealt 
largely with an effective appreciation of the play, or 
else was concerned with vague, unsupported generalizations. 
After the war years, social attitudes changed and, 
,as a result, the ban on Mrs. Warren's Profession was 
lifted in 1924. Throughout this period, very little 
critical commentary -appeared on the play, and it wasn I t 
until 19132 that a c.ri tique of any consequence was 
published. This study by William Irvine concerns itself 
with the more obvious social implications of the play, 
. 
,• . 
an area which had been only slightiy explored until this 
time.7 In an attempt to uncover the major thefile Irvine 
states that Shaw, like Marx and Butler, is trying to 
~-. 
illustrate ''that property is theft and that all social 
/· 
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evil is crime in which the entire ebnmmnity participates.11 8 
\ 
Now to a certain degree this statemen~ is true. Certainly, 
as Shaw indicates in the Preface, social guilt for 
social evil is indeed a facet of the majo~ theme;9-
_however1 it is by no means all of it - a point which we 
shall expand later and one with which I am sure Mtt. 
Irvine_would have agreed had he been aware of the 
importance of: 'rh;e Qui,11;te,ss.~nce ,of Ib,seni,s~. 'Aside 1'rom 
, this particular- statement, Irvine goes on act by act to 
-
-
make several valid and important points about the minor 
social themes. Act I, he points out, is largely 
expository and is intended to stress the contrast 
between the unconventional Vivie and her conventional 
mother, Mrs. Warren, but, unfortunately, after making 
this rather promising remark, Irvine fails to develop 
the important complications that follow. Instead, he 
turns to· Mtts. Warren's speech in·Act II about her 
profession and the hostility of a capitalistic society 
and comes to the conclusion that u_throughout the seene 
. ·1' 
it is strongly implied that every member of a capitalistic 
society is as guilty and responsible as Mrs. Warren, who 
has at least shown courage and enterprise.nlO What Irvine 
fails to realize, however, is that no moral guilt what-
soever is attached to Mrs. Warren's choice of a profession, 
but rests solely on the shoulders of socie~y, a point 
L'"· I (JJ> 
which Martin Kornbluth was to develop in 1958 • 
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·In Act III, where the unscrupulous George Crofts 
proposes to Vi.vie and is reject~d, Irvine points out 
'I -
that- ·"The chief purpos.e •.••• is to castigate the 
capitalist i~ the person of Sir George and to reveal the 
. atti~de of the ruling ciasses towards such institutions 
as ~he brothel and the sweat shop. A gentleman may with 
' propriety derive income from these quarters, so long as 
he derives enough income - and is not too closely connected 
with the scene of degradation itself. Good society is an 
elegant conspiracy to ignore the hidden sources of its. 
excessive income. 11 11 fille fourth act, he remarks, presents 
the social counterpart to the evils of poverty - the 
vanities of wealth. After Vivie turns her back on her 
past and flees to London lodgings, Mrs. vVarren fo11·ows 
her there and offers her all the glamorous folly, p~easure, 
and idleness that wealth can buy. Vivie coldly refuses, 
and putting aside every illusion of romance and love, 
. gives herself up to he.r bourgeois thirst for work. 
Finally, returning to the conflict between mother and 
daughter, he concludes with the highly oversimplified 
evaluation that Shaw is trying to show how one individual 
escaped from a thoroughly conventional mothe~ and society. 
An important breakthrough in the study of Shavian 
drama 'occurred in 19J:54 when Arthur Netherc.ot suggested 
that a correlation exists between Mrs. Warren's Profession, 
as we1·1 as a good many of Shaw's early plays, and 
. . 
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~e Quintessence o.f Ibsenism. 12 me goes on to point out 
that Shaw's class division of philistine, idealist, and 
realist and his conception o~ the new-woman are actually 
the bases·· for character types which constantly recur in 
a good many of his plays. N~thercot proceeds, in some 
detail, to show how a large percentage of Shaw's 
. characters conform to the characteristics of these 
individuals as envisioned by Shaw. Thus, after a close 
analysis of Mrs. Warren he comes to the conclusion that, 
"She is a thorough ~: .l'J.ypocri te, that is, a thorough 
idealist." 1' Vivie, because of her strength and 
unconventional attitudes, approaches the class of the 
new-woman realist. The importance of this realization 
cannot be overstressed and, hence, rely·ing to a large 
extent on Mr. Nethercot •s study, we shall. subsequently 
develop this point at some length. Unfortunately, after 
making this discovery he fails to develop t~e important 
implications which necessarily arise from this opposition 
of types, and does little more than classify Shaw's 
characters according to classes. This limited development 
is excusable, however, when one realizes that Nethercot's 
critical purpose is to combat the general notion that the 
iµdividuals which appear in Shaw's plays lack individuality 
and are simply mouthpieces for their creator • 
In 19,56 Archibald Henderson published a revised 
' 
version.of a review which had appeared originally in 
].9113.1'4 . I~oring or unaware of what Nethercot had said 
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bo years earlier, he goes on. in a vein reminisce~t o·f 
critical thought in the previous fifty -years. After 
discussing an amusing anecdote or two concerned with the 
play and a good deal of historical and biographical---~-
matter, he throws out several dogmatic utterances about 
the purpose and stru_cture · of the play,· while seeming to 
imply that these points and all their ramifications are 
so obvious he need not go into _any detail. For example, 
in speaking about the dramatic conflict in the play, he 
, 
states that it revolves about the "contrast· between the 
common sense that accepts circumstances and makes the 
best of them and the genius that reacts against them. 1115 
Now, this is an important point, as we shall soon see, 
' 
and one which is not to be dismissed perfunctorily; 
Henderson, however, makes no more of it. Similarly, in 
dealing with the purpose of the play he states that 
Shaw's intention is to "reve.al to us. • .not the life of 
the courtesan in all its arid actuality, but the economic 
causes and consequences of prostitution." 1~ Now, .. as I 
have pointed out earlier, this is a partial truth • 
Henderson, however, treats __ this idea as a· truism'which 
.needs no support or explanation. These two remarks -are 
essentially all he has to say of'any real critical 
immediacy. ..; ·-. 
The most recent article of any consequence on 
~-
Mrs. Warren's Profession, was published by Martin 
Kornbluth in the Shavian Review for 1!9,58. 17 Al though 
his purpose is to show the contrasting treatment of a 
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woman with a past by two contemporaries, Pinero and 
Shaw, he makes an interesting point about Kitty Warren 
and her relationship with society. Dealing with what he 
considers the major theme, Kornbluth, like his prodecessors, 
maintains that an analysis of the Preface and Kit.ty•s 
ispeech in Act II reveals that society is a fault for 
Mrs. Warren's fall. However, going a step further, he 
indicates that if one examines the attitude of her 
daughter it becomes apparent that Shaw finds Kitty morally 
guiltless for initially engagi~ in this profession. 
Thus the fact that Vivie, who represents Shaw's ·point of 
view, is not greatly ~'disturbed by her mother's past, 
never c.ondemns her morally, and is, in fact, reconciled 
to her after she discovers that her mother's only other 
alternative was marriage and poverty, would seem~:;··_to show 
that Kitty is morally guiltless for having chosen 
prostitution as a trade. To this extent, I am inclined 
to agree with him; ldrs. Warren's initial choice of 
prostitution "is attributable to a hostile world, and 
is vindicated in terms of that world's unreasonable 
demands. 0 18 He goes on to point out, however, that he 
feels she is totally guiltless of any crime whatsoever, 
and that, in his estimation, Shaw does not condemn her 
at all. This, I feel, is not true; it is my be:J,.ief that 
Kitty is socially culpable and that Shaw does condemn her. 
Vivie rejects her mother for ·a reason, and Shaw deprives 
• 
Kitty of her daughter's love for·a reason. This reason, 
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as will become evident shortly, is her conventional 
id·ealism, a social fault in the eyes of Shaw. 
. The articles we have reviewed, then., in the preceding~ 
·f ' 
pages are·· essentially al! that has been written within 
,• 
the past half century on Mrs. Warren's Profession. 
Inieed, it is a very pqor representation, for as the 
reader will have noted and as has been pointed out earlier, 
the critiques are either incomplete and.perceptively 
inadequate or somewhat misleading, and in many instances 
both. The primary reason for this critical laxity, as 
will become apparent is an obvious failure on the part 
on many critics in the past fifty years to realize the 
fundamental importance of The Quintessence of Ibsenism 
in understanding Mrs. Warren!s Profession. 
Now, as we have seen, the majority of critics feel 
that Shaw's major thesis is the condemnation of society 
for forcing Mrs. W~rren into her trade. In my estimation, 
,...-~r-
.,, 
this is not completely true; this is not to say, however, 
-
that it is not an important· theme. Obviously, as Shaw 
indicates in his Preface, the theme is valid, and, there-
fore, I do not expect it to be classified with Shaw's 
minor attack on the English educational program as when 
Vivie frankly remarks, "Outside mathematics, lawn tennis, 
eating, sleeping, cycling, and walking, I'm a more 
ignorant barbarian than any woman .could possibly be who 1 
hadn't gone in for the Tripos,',9; nor with Shaw's picture 
of Sam Gardner, which is evidently meant· to satirize the 
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'· 
custom of installing the mentally deficient members of 
the family in the church. Rather, it is my contention 
that, while not the major theme, Shaw's condemnation of 
society is simply a part of this theme. It ·is my belief, , 
that Shaw's intention in Mrs. Warren's Profession is to 
stress the stance he had supported in The Quintessence of 
I 
Ibsenism. That is,_ Shaw primarily wishes to advocate 
the position of the new-woman realist in the person of 
Vivie Warren - that modern woman should be totally 
independent both physically and e·conomically; that it 
should be a simple matter for a woman to secure a 
thoroughly comfortable living without resorting either 
to marriage or to prostitution. At the same time, as 
part of the major theme, Shaw attempts to round out this 
picture by illustrating how undesirable the womanly woman 
quality of depeni_ence on others· appears. In Shaw's hands, 
Kitty becomes a parasite, a "capitalistic thief" who 
enjoys the luxuries of life at the ex~ense of young girls.· 
Moreover, Shaw gives her many of the undesirable character-
istics of the conventional idealist; consequently, it is 
because of her idealism ~·and her preying on others that 
Shaw finds fault with her, and not because she is a 
~ 
prostitute since the blame for prostitution rests on 
society's shoulders. In short, .. Shaw's major thesis isl. 
. ·"···-
the advocation of the new-woman realist position, and 
the condemnation of the role of the conventional woman. 
As further evidence in support of my suggestion for 
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the ~jor thesis, we need only look at the structure of 
· the play. Shaw peoples the drama with two distinct 
groups of individuals. By means of contrast and conflict 
between the two worlds and its natives, he -implicitly 
advocates and condones the one and cond~mns the other. 
~,J . 
Thus on the one hand we have the realist world of Vivie 
Warren,. a world of the intellect. Shaw makes this 
intellectual orientation abundantly clear. When we 
first meet Vivie she is reading and taking notes in a 
hammock, beside which stands "a pile of serious-looking 
books and a supply of writing paper ••• 11 20 Moreover, 
Shaw explicitly states in the stage directions that 
"She is an attractive specimen of the sensible, able, 
highly-educated young middle-class Englishwoman. 11 21 
. 
When she meets Praed, the artist friend of her mother, 
' 
she states significantly, "And I'm very glad you've 
c.ome. You are the only one of my mother's friends I have 
ever asked her to bring to see me, 1122 primarily because 
he is the only one of her mother's friends who is an 
intellectual. Again, the topics of conversation between ., 
Vivie and Praed extend beyond the mere level of niceties 
to the·relationship between parent ~nd child, the English 
. educational program and its shortcomings, and the value 
of art. On the other hand there is the gaudy, sordid 
world of Kitty Warren, a woman "between 40 and 50, ,: 
formerly pretty, showily dressed in a brilliant hat and 
gay blouse fitting tightly over hErr bust and flanked by 
. . 
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) :,. 
fashionable sleeves. Rather spoilt and ·domineering, 
and decidedly vulgar. • • , 112.3 and her friend George 
Crofts, a man \Vi th "clean shaven bulldog jaws, large flat 
ears, and thick neck, a gentlemanly combination of the 
most brutal types of city man, sporting man, and man 
about town. 1124 There is, furthermore, the suggestion that 
-· Kitty may be ignorant of her child's father, for as 
Crofts states, "We don't exactly know how we ought to 
feel towards her (Vivie), 1125 a situation which later 
clarifies Crofts' position when he suggests to Praed, 
''Why, for all I know, I might be her father. n26 The 
degeneracy of this man·.- and his world is further illustrated 
when, in spite of his possible blood relation to Vivie, 
· 27 he remarks to Praed, "The fact is I feel attracted." 
This tendency t1oward promiscuity is further amplified 
at the conclusion of Act I when we learn that Kitty had 
. had an affair with the local minister, Reverend Sam 
Gardner, prior· to his ordination. Thus, immediately in 
the first act, Shaw stresses the existence of two distinct 
and opposing worlds within the play and, obviously, the 
• 
intellectual is the more~favorable and appealing of the 
two. 
I~ addition to the contrast in environment, there is 
also an evident contrast between the two primary inhabitants 
of these worlds. Vivie and her mother Kitty are obviously 
representatives of the two opposing class types, realist 
and idealist, as outlined in The Quintessence. Shaw 
1 
however makes Vivie's role as a realist clear by implicati~n. 
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~at is, he makes it plain that she ·is a member of the· 
group of admirable new-wo~en, and this in itself implies 
that she is a realist, for only a realist is strong 
enough to become a new-woman by rejecting marriage as an __ -·-----~ 
ideal because it is fallacious and prostitut~on because 
it gives evidence of weakness. Moreover, she is self~ 
sufficient enough to make a comfortable living on her 
own. Consequentfy, we need only prove that she has the 
~haracteristics of the new-woman to also prove that she 
_ is a realist. 
~ As one of these "modern yo12ng ladies" she is prompt, 
strong, confident, and self-possessed; she affects a 
dress which is plain and businesslike, though not dowdy. 
At her belt she even wears a chatelaine with a fountain 
pen and a paper knife among its pendants. phe has a 
"resolute and hearty grip 1128 with which she not only 
numbs the aesthetic Praed's fingers, but also surprises 
> the robust Crofts when she shakes his hand. Like Sylvia 
Craven, she likes tobacco, but is not satisfied with 
anything so delicat·e as a cigarette. Perfect content ,to 
·her when she is .tir.e.d means 11 a comfortable chair, a 
cigar, a little whisky, and a novel with a good detective 
story. 112' At Cambridge, Vivie proved that a woman's 
brain is as good as a· man's by tying with the third 
wrangler. ·Moreover, she rejects the marriage proposals 
of Frank Gardner and George Crofts, pre~~rring to use 
her mathematical training to become an actuary, and the 
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/ 
indications are that the accounting firm that she and 
. 
. 
. 
. her friend Honoria Fraser organize will be~ success. 
Moreover, she has lost all her illusions about "love's 
young dream" and the "romance and beauty of life." 
refuses to cry or faint; she wishes to be kept from 
She , 
sentimentality; she sees through "fashionable morality"; 
she rejects her "duty to her mother." She does not 
believe in "circumstances" shaping life; man makes his 
own character.3Q .. Vivie, then, seemingly conforms to 
Shaw's image of 'the perfect woman as visualized in 
The, Quint,e,ssence of Ibsenism, and is, therefore, also 
a realist. I say seemingly because, as we shall see, 
throughout the action of the play though she advocates 
self-sufficiency she herself is not actually independent; 
hence, since her role is not an active one regarding one 
• of the major tenets of tne new woman realist position, 
she is really not a ful~lfdged member Ulltil she frees 
J 
' 
._/' herself from her mothe~•s-support. 
At the opposite extreme we have Kitty Warren, the 
idealist. Before we are even int~oduced to her,-the 
. 
. 
dramatist suggests her capacity in the play by indicating 
that she has created her 9wn "image'' of wha·t her college 
., ) ked daughter, whom she has not seen forJseveral years, 
should be like. Thus when Vivie returns from Cambridge 
to hecome a full-fledged actuary, the architect Praed ~ 
' 
warns the practical .Vivie that she has turned out to be 
"Wtery different from her mother's "ideal," fo·r "people 
' '· .. : .. , ' 
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who are dissatisfied with their own bringing up generally 
think that the world would be all right if everybody 
'\, were to be brought up quite differently. 11 31 'oreover, 
/ once Kitty appears on the stage it becomes increasingly 
apparent that she is afraid to face any truths concerning 
her daughter and their relations, for not only is she 
afraid to view Vivie as a mature woman, but she wishes 
to keep her in ignorance as to the source of her income 
so that she vtill remain dependent. Shaw paradoxically 
suggests in the second act, however, that Kitty had not 
always been an idealist; he allows her to make a shrewd, 
.. persuasive, realistic, defense of the way in which she 
and her siste~ Liz, both brought up in respectable 
poverty, turned to prostitution in order to save them-
selves from the horrors of labor in a white lead factory. 
Her plea even.reconciles the realist Vivie to her 
temporarily, but Shaw subtly indicates through Kitty's 
conventional reaction that she has been,misled in thinking 
that her mother is still a realist: "Mrs. Warren (with 
· unction): Blessings on my d~arie darling - a mother's· 
blessing! (She embraces her daughter protectingly, 
instinctively looking upward as if to c~ll down a 
blessing). 1132 Once Mrs. Warren is able to grasp 
respectable .self-sufficiency and must no longer choose 
solely between marriage, and drudgery, and pros ti ~uti.on, 
the latter is no longer a realistic choice, for when ! . 
respectable self-sufficiency is a reasonable al t·ernative, 
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prostitution then becomes merely an act of conformity - a 
sign of weakness and dependence on others. Prostitution 
has long since ceased to be~ realistic choice for Kitty, 
<· for she has the financial means to rise above it. Her 
willful choice of madam.in this profession and its 
resulting dependence on others brands Kitty as an idealistic 
conventional woman. Shaw makes clear also that she has 
• 
never really been a mother to Vivie and, thus, in trying 
to act the part of the loving mother as she understands 
it, rather than realizing and accepting their true 
relationship, she again reveals herself as the "conventional 
woman at heartn33 - the idealist - that Vivie calls her 
at the end. Like the idealist, she appeals to the 
"conventional authority" of a mother, and falls back on 
Vivie's "duty as a daughtero" Unlike the realist Vivie~ 
who frowns on sentiment, she makes Crofts a sentimental 
speech about how her "girl's little finger'' is more to 
. ·: 
. 
. her than his "whole body," and when he receives this 
display "with a sneering grin,"·she flushes "at her 
failure to impose ·on him in the character of a 
theatrically devote·d mother. n ,4 
conventional ideali~tic woma.n.35 
1 
_ _./ 
Ki tty is· a thoroughly 
As we can see, then, Shaw's uae of contrast supports· 
our proposed major theme. We have seel;l how .·the audience 
is naturally attracted to the intellectual world of Vivie,·. 
and, hence,Shaw's idea of perfection, and similarly 
repelled by the sordid wor1d of Kitty Warren, and, as a 
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result, the conventional idealistic woman. In like 
,_r,- manner, the viewer i' naturally attracted· by the strength 
• 
of Vivie and disgusted by the weakness and hypocrisy of 
Kitty. In addition to this opposition of types, there 
is also tlle contrast betwee·n Vi vie and the mal.e 
., 
characters, to each one of whom she is obviousq 
superior: the conventional, romantic, and economically. 
heipless Praed, the immature, selfish Frank, the 
unscrupulous p~ayboy Crofts, and the weak, pompous 
Reverend Gardner. 
Shaw's use of contrast shows clearly that his purpose 
is to advocate the position of the new-woman realist as 
seen in The Quintessence of Ibsenism. Moreover, once 
we -re~ize this point, the central conf.lict of the drama 
' . 
ioses much of .fts ambiguity and reso~ves itself into a · 
contest of wills between an idealist and a realist over 
a major tenet of the new-woman realist position - self~ 
sufficiency. Thus, on the one hand, we have Vivie Warren, 
who is intellectually convinced, at the outset of the 
play, that a woman must be self-sufficient. She is a 
firm believer in the "Gospea of Getting On" as Prae4 
comments, but by "earning (her) living by devilling ~or 
IEonoria."36' What she is unaware of, however, is that, 
.. 
in spite of this convaction, she is being supported. by 
money her.moth~r has gained from the toiL of others. 
.Thus, though she is inte.llectually c·onvinced, her role 
as a new woman is onJ.y a passive one. Since her mother 
, 
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aiheres. to Crofte ' phillmsophy of not dirtying one's 
own hands with work., bu~ living instead by another's 
· sweat, she tries to keep Vivie in ignorance as to the 
• 
svurce of income so that she will continue to 1ive this 
. . 
way. In addition to her mother, Vivie's uwn emotions. 
would lead her to be a parasite, for to be tru.J.y se1f-
sufficient a woman must learn to suppress her emotions -
especiJlly the emotion of love since this leads to 
marriage and· dependence. Apparently Vivie has not yet 
learned to control her ~motions, as is evident in the 
"babes ilih the woods II episodes with Frank. In this 
precarious state of ignorance and uncertainty she soon 
comes to feel superior to her mother, for in learning. 
' 
a trade she has rebelled against ass11ming the convent;ional 
role 01· woman and is, therefore, to her
1 
mind, strong and 
able to be self-suf.ficien~. On the other hand, her 
.I 
mother has chosen prostitution, one of the alternatives 
ot· the conventional woman, and Vivie sees this as a 
weakness since it appears that Kitty has meekly 
submitted to society: "If I (Vivie) thought that I was 
like that - that I was going to be a waster, shiftimg 
along from one meal to another with no purpose, and no 
character, and no grit in me, I'd open an artery and 
bleed to 4~ath without on~ mo~ent's hesitation."37 
,., Their 
alienation, as we can see, is not based o~ moral grounds. 
Vivie soon comes to realize, howev-er, th~t her mother· 
-
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. tid nou have an opportunity to choose a career as she 
was able, and that prostitution in ~er case was a form 
of rebellion and the only way she coul.d be sel:£.-sufficient·. 
Vivie, regards, then, :t·or a short time.,:, what was 
' . 
apparently a weakn.ess as actually strength in the case 
of her mother and is reconciled to her. Crofts, shortly 
thereafter, reveals to Vivie that her mother is still. 
in "business"; in fact, she has ex~anded it so that she 
no longer needs to work but is supported by the young 
girls in her brothels. With this revelation comes the 
realization that her emotions had misled her, for- Vivie 
realizes she was reconciled to her mother thr-ough an 
appeal to sentimentality. Thus in following her emotions 
she was led to embrace a person whose philosophy of 
. · · life she is intellectually convinced is wrong. Cons·e-
quently she rejects her emotions and Frank along with 
them. Moreover, she now completely rejects her mother 
JJ.· because of her thorough conventional.ism.. Al though 
initially prostitution -may have been a form of self-
sufficiency for Ki tty, it no longer is, for she has 
the means to rise above it. With all the wealth-she has 
.. 
acquired she is now ab.le to rebel and become really 
--· 
self-sufficient. Instead, she chooses to remain in 
' 
this profession and to live off others, thus ~ecoming . 
a parasite and revealing herself as a thoroughly 
convent·ional woman. And finally, Vivie is suddenly 
made aware of the fact that she too has indirectly 
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preJed on others. By appealing to her vanity and her 
duty as a daughter, Kitty t~ies to convince Vivie 
( 
that preying on others is the only way to. live tor, 
··n1t I didn 1 t do it somebody else 1"1ould; so I don•t do 
any real harm: by it.n36 Vivie 6 however6 because of 
this maturing experience, will have no part of 
conventionalism, and like the true Shavian new-woman 
strikes off on heI' own. Thus she become a an aoti ve new-woman 
with renewed strength in the belief' that sel.f-suf'f'ioienoy 
. is the only way of life for her·as a realist. 
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A study of the critical commentary on the subject 
of Candida, presents us with a p~oblem that is somewhat 
1111d qua in early Shavian scholarship. Whereas the reviews 
. ~-
of' Mrs. Warren's Professioni. and a good many sub~sequen..t 
dramas are few and inevitably lack range because of the 
critic 1:s una:ee-0untablLe addiction to Shaw's prefatory 
remarks, the critics, howeve~,, do agree, generally, as . 
to Shaw's purpose. With Candida, quite the contrary is 
true. mere, the number is legion.i -due, no doubt, to the 
enigmatic qualities of the play which allow critics to 
interpret Candida, Morell, and Marchbanks according to 
their own temperaments and predilections. Nor are the 
. ' 
~ev.iewers guilty of a lack of perception, for the majority 
of the articles show a surprising attempt at ,depth and 
awareness, at least in relation to the other plays. In 
.... 
fact, encouragingly enough, a g.ood many of them perceive 
.a re]at.,ionship between the character types in The 
Quinte~~ence of Ibsenism and the central figures in 
Candida. Bu.ii, 1..1nfortunately, unlike the ~i tics of many 
of Shaw's other plays, they cannot agree either on the 
· importance of The Quintessence, the olassif·ication o:t 
characters, or the dramatist's intention. The resuit 
is almost complete confusion, making it very nearly 
impossible to arrive at a conclusion from this welter 
.. 
. 1of conflicting materials. I might add, howev~r, t~at 
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I am not the first to realize this. ArthllI' Nethercot 
in his excellent article "The Truth About Candida" 
. 
also perceived this problem.1· He attempted ~o solve it, 
at least partially, by offering his own substantially 
I 
supported account of Shaw's classification of the central 
characters according to The Quintessence ot: Ibsenism; 
the results are gratifying. Consequently, in the interests 
·-of background and completeness we shall examine Candida's 
critics prior to Nethercot, but with an eye toward 
brevity, howeve~, we shall do little more than state theiP 
views. Again, in dealing with the play, we shall rely 
fundamentally on Tp.e Qui.ntess.e
1
31c~ for the evaluation or 
; 
intention, and Nethercotis use of it for the classifica-
tion of character types. 2 
./ 
tiTo Henry Duffin, (writing in 1920) Candida is ~1a Shavian intellectual woman, .full• fledged, not an Ibsenite womanly woman 
on the point of being reborn"; and she has 
a mind naln1ost as free .from conventionality 
as IJiarchbanlc 's 01,m". As,, for Marcl1banlrs, 
":mveryone of' the screens that connnonly 
stand bet1t1een man's eyes and naked 
reality is down ••• : orthodo1cy, morality, 
convention, respectability, good form, duty ••• He has achieved that acme of immorality - abhorred of the Philistine -ir:responsibilityuo And to Duf'f'in the 
-.--~- .. ---~. ---"'----'--
Philistine is Candida's ngreat babyn of 
a husb~nd9 the Reve Jan1es Morell, so 
unlike his wife in almost every 1.,espect. 
·., 
· So, he says 9 .a nrar more natural and 
power.t"ul reciprocal attraction drat'\TS Candida and Marchbanks together, "i'o?J 
their reaction to life is alike vital, joyous, real"o For Duffin _it is hard to 
understand how any real s:ympathy, nexcept 
of an unsubstantial emotional sort, can 
exist between Candida and her husband. 
V 
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.... On the-other hand, Augustin HamoJL. 
-announces dogmatically: "Candida is commonplace from the intellectual point 
,, o.f v;i ew 9 but has a great soul~ i·s eminen t:ly intuitive 9 reading others 8 minds 9 and see-ing thi--ngs naked, just as they··,are in their pure reality" o To Hamon, Morell "symbolizes Christian Socialist idealism, and is clear-sighted11 bold 9 sure of himself, sensible", but "a man. who takes short views" o March-banks n symbolizes poetic idealism", but is 
"vague and confused in his mind" o His love for Candida is "ideal, romantic, and ether·eal, 
"and both he and Morell suffer in their loveso But in Candida herself. "there is no internal struggle" o Al though "she is a realistooop freed from all conventions",.she 
"stays with her husband because she loves him, and not Eugene" e For she ;,is also 
"the mother-womano •• , the ''creature of her own natural physiological function, mother-hood". 
To Henderson, although, as he says, Shaw's ttmaternal heroine is compact of candor a}ld sympathyrr 9 she is scarcely capable of divining what-is really going on in Marchbank's hearto In fact, commonsensical and unscrupulous as she is, she is really lying - or at least deceiving herself - when she tricks the two men into believing that she chooses Morell because he is the weaker o~ the twoe Love alone "dictates her course", although she sees the chance to educate Marchbanks a bit in the process. 
Frank Harris goes even beyond Duffin, Hamon, and Henderson in his admiration !or the play, which to him is Shaw's greatest and maturest work - "A vital, po"Vverful, humane 9 and perfectly charming play" o Yet Harris sums up the meaning of the play by asserting that Morell "hasn n t the least inkling that. Candida possesseso a soul, that she yearns for understandi_ng 9 for someone to share her idealist dreams and longings. So little conceptionp indeed 9 has her husband o:f his wif.e 9 s mind and heart 9 that he clo;ses his offer b3r saying, self-confident in his manly philistinism: 0 That is all it· becomes a man to o.ffer a woman'e" Preening himself on his unorthodoxy, EdmunGI Fuller, in his rather element_ary and 
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geaerally imperceptive Ge~rge Bernard Shaw:. Ori tic of Western Morales, propo.ses 
"a great lieresy aEout Candid.a'- namely, that it is first-rate theatrical balder-dash9 as hopelessly romantic as anything 
against which Shaw ever in-weighed t·or· the 
same sin", and summarizes the theme of the play as symbolizing in Marchbanks "the i:marticulate and consequently ineffective. groping of genius toward perceptions transcending the advanced idealism then 
current"o If the poet really perceives 
anything, he concludes, it "is lost in the waves of sentiment_ that engulf him". 
,. As two final specimens of how the 
e.ritics fall out when considering Candida, there are James IiEuneker and Eric .Bentley, 
among the earliest and latest of Shaw's 
enthusiastic·mission.aries in America. ~ Huneker in his essay on Ca~dida, Candida is "a womanly \vo:man", standing eao11 her 
solid, sensible underpinnings", and March-banks is a "thin~skinned idealist". Bentley, however~ takes quite a different line in his Bernard. Shaw. T.o him, Morell 
represents the person \vho becomes "utterly disillusioned" , Marchbanks re pres er1 ts 
the one who becomes "'ieducated' in the 
sense of being enabled to see that his true nature is not what he thought it . 
was", and Candida represents the one who 
"operates as a catalyst ••• , effe~ting 
change without being changed ••• " 
It is obvious, then, that the critical commentary on 
Candida approaches mass confusion. Moreover, this 
difficulty is compounded in that the critics give little 
" 
or no evidence to support their aonjactures as to 
' 
' classification of character or intentio-n. , There.fore, it 
. is impossible for the scholar to weigh conflicting'. 
arguments and thereby arrive at the more substantial. 
c.onclusion. Ia a case of this ··sort, before one can 
agree or disagree with the· aforementioned reviewer, he 
must provide· hi·s own analysis; Arthur Bethercot, perceiving 
' 
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the truth of this statement, has done just this. 
Realizing that the majority of articles a·re based on. 
unsubstantiated opinion and, therefore, even when valid, 
are almost worthle·ss, he attempts to remedy the situation 
by offering his own classification of character types 
',,.:.i.: ••• 
but in a detailed and well-substantiated discussion. 
The result is a convincing and tho~oughly valid analysis 
of. Candida, Morell, an9- Ma·rchbanks in terms o.£. The 
Quintessence of Ibse~ism. 
~ethercot feels that there can be little doubt that· 
Shaw intended to represent, in Marchbanks the develo1p~ng. 
realist, in Morell the wavering idealist, and in Candida 
the static philistine. 
Jietheroot indicates that·· in the chapter on "Ideals 
::;:'"! r 
·, 
and Idealists" in The Q;uintessence, Shaw "analyzes his 
cross-section of a thousand persons on the basis of their 
att.itude toward marriage and the family," which, of course, 
is the primafy theme of ~Candida. The philistines are 
those who "find the British family arrangement quite 
g;ood enough for them"; they "comfortably accept marriag.e 0' 
;, 
as a matter of course, 11 4 never dreaming of calling it 
an "institution," either "holy" or otherwise, and thrive 
happily within i·t·." "The idealists," Nethercot continues, 
"realize that marriage for plenty of those invqlved in 
it is a failure, but do not have the courage to face 
that fact~ and, ther~fore, go to all sorts·of excessive 
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extremes to.defend the 'ideal' which for them· masks the fillce of the truth." The isolated realist is the 
.. individual "strong enough to face the truth the idealists are shirking}'5 - the man who insists on 
' 
tearing off the masks and revealing jhe illusions beneath.6 And in each case, as shown earlier, Shaw discusses in· detail the characteristic behavior of· eadt. type. 
Candida, Nethercot points out, is one of the 
"satisfied ones." Moreover, he maintains, one cannot 
oppose this stand· on the grounds of her advanced views £.or these views lose much of their validity when judged 
' ( in the light of Candida's conduc.t. "When she announces 
·t 
1l.o her husband that she would give her 'goodness and purity' to poor Marchbanks as willingly as she would give her shawl to a beggar dying of. cold, if there wer·e j nothing else t~ restrain her, she knows perfectly well 
· that she is risking nothing, since she will always be 
restrained by her love of her home and faip.ily. "7·. As 
to the way in which the philistines, according to The Quintessence, coerce the idealists "into con.t·ormi ty 
with the marriage l~w 9 118· Jilethercot points to the way in which Candida's father, ~rgess, another philistine, 
\ 
'brtt.tally reminds Prossy, Morell's secretary, that her 
recent predecessor was "young-er, 11 a characterist.,ic which Shaw himself later remarked was suffic:tient reas;c;n for •• -. j • Candida's cannily getting rid of her. Candida, the c::ritic 
I·' 
',- I 
• I 
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not.es, has her father's shrewdness, but,has· refined. it 
in her womanly way. Most of Candida's critics, moreover, 
promptly admit that she has no ideals in the Shavian 
. 
sense. As !'or her attitude toward art, .Nethercot 
remarks how she very nearly hypnotizes herselft ,by 
concentrating on the poker whil.e Marchbanks is absorbed 
in reading his poetry to her, and how, when awakened 
to herself, she confesses frankly "Those ·sonnets ot· 
yours have perfectly addled me."9 Likewise Nethercot 
points out that when Shaw gives his first af:f.'ectionate 
de·s.cription of: his heroine in his stage direetions, he 
emphasizes that when Marchbanks gave the family a large 
reproduction of. Titian's Virgin of the Assumption he 
"did so because he fancied some spiritual resemblance 
between" the picture and Candida, and yet, says Shaw, 
-
the "wisehearted observer ••• would not suspect either 
her husband or herself of any such idea, or indeed ot· 
any concern with the art of_ Titian.~' 10 Nor, Nethercot 
states, is this basic inartistic tendency in any 
. 
~undamental contradiction to Burgess's early remar~: () 
"I allus had a turn for a bit of poe-:t;ry. Candy takes 
art.er me that-a-way: huse ter make me tell her fairy 
stories when she was on. 11y a little kiddy not that 
a 
'igh.! "11 u· Oandida 's tas .. te for po.etry and f·a~ry 
stories takes after her father's she_ obviously has 
.. 
no taste at all. It is merely a case of like f.ather, 
like daughter. No, llethercot feels, "Candida's concer111 
. ,. 
.H-
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\ 
;)is with her husband, her two children, her cook, her 
' 
scrub~brush, her lamp chimneys and parafin oil, and her 
red onioia.s., When Mor.ell returns ebulliently from his ~ 
speech before the .Guild of S.t. Mat·,thew, her main 
-
question is,, 'Row much was the collection?•" 12 · 
\ 
Morell' s position as a wavrering ideali_st is more 
o•vious, Nethercot maintains, and, thereftore, he offers 
only a skeleton ar~ent to support his contention, an 
argument which we have necessarily had to expand for the 
sake of clarity. Hence, liethercot indicates, the simple 
fact that he is a minister, alone brands Morell as an 
idealist, but beyond this fact, like the idealist ill 
!Ilhe Quintessence, 1t1orell advocates the state o.f marriag~e 
and its attendant bliss. ~is note, which Nethercot 
~ails to illustr~te, is constantly struck in the earlJ 
portion of the play:: ''My dear lad, in a happy MBrr·i~ge 
like ours (Morell' s and Candida __ ,_s.), there is something, 
very sacred in the return ·of the wife to her home, 11 13 
and.'' ••• I· should, like you to see for yourself what a 
happy thing it is to be married as I am. 11 14 Moreover, 
lllfethercot ioee not realize that thiJ constant repetition 
seems to imply that, again like' Shaw's i-dealist ,: Morell. 
is aware of the hollowness of his statements and that he 
is desperately trying to convince himself as .well as 
Eugene. F·inally, this point is clarified anci substantia t;el 
when Eugene jeer's at his illusions that his marriage, is 
a happy one, and Morell repli·es, "Marchbanks: some devil 
-
i~tting these words in your mouth. It is easy -
' : ,,.J-7 j ··~ ·~ 
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't8l"l"i bly easy .. to shake a man• s faith in him~ elf, n1.5 
and further on, 11\fe · need such help (reassurance that our 
m.azariage is happy), Marchbanks: · we need it greatly and 
. 
always. Th~re are so many things.to make us doubt:, if. 
onoe we let our understanding be troubled.nlG As .for 
the conflict between the idealist and the realist, so 
graphically described by Shaw, Nethereot remarks that 
. 
. t~ 
when the realist insists on shouting from the housetops· 
., that marriage is a failure for many people and the 
' 
idealist violently responds in fear of the t~uth, we have 
the picture of Morell in his dread actually grasping 
Marchbanks threateningly.by his coat lapel, preparatoI7 
' 
to making a bodily attack on him. F:r»om this point 
onward, as we shall see shortly, Morell increases in 
awareness, and ultimately takes the first step tot,ard 
becoming a realist. 
To J11ugene, then, is lef't the role of the developing 
i~ 
... ·, 
,, 
realist. Unlike his treatment of the two preceding 
characters, Nethere_at __ dev-otes very little space to the 
study of this. classification whioh, indeed, ir he had, 
would have proved unne.cessary. 'l'.he very fact that it is 
Eugene who scotrs at Morell's marital illusions and is 
chiefly instrun1ental in the minister's metaraorJ.?hosis, 
automatically and unquestionably brands him as a paz,tial 
:ttealist, partial because Shaw emphasizes that he still 
i .. • 
has an ideal·, namely Candida.: Eu.gene sees her not. as a 
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s·tatic phil.istine but as "A woman, with a great soul, 
. ' ' 
cu-aving for reality, t.ruth, f.reedom." 17 He cannot 
comprehend that normally Candida actually enjoys and is 
content in marriage.and, thus, naively plans to libera~e 
her so that she may "be iclle, selt'ish, and useless: 
that is, to be beautiful, free, and happy:~ hasn't every 
man desired that for the woman he loves? That's my 
ideal .. 11 18 In the final act, however, he eventually 
realizes Candida's role and her consequent inability to 
leave her husband. With this realization emerges the 
. 
"secret in the po.et's heart," for the-secret is that 
Eugene has lost his illusions about Candida; that is, 
he has lost his ideals. He has become a full~fledged 
realist: I am "as old as the world now. This morning 
I was eight~en." 19 
ea 
. . ' 
'· ... , ."• 
lrow that we are once again reminded of the fundamental 
.· .--importance of The Quintessence of Ibsenism and, as a 
eonsequence, Shaw's use of character types, we are pre-
pared to undertake a consideration of Shaw's intention.. 
As with Mrs. Warren's Profession, the central theme at' 
Candida also originates in The Quintesse·nce. Stateti 
. -
simply it amounts to tliis: the conventional concept -o:r· 
marri·age is wrong. Shaw elaborates on this point somewhat 
in the second chapter _of The Quintessence, pointing out 
f . 
that the conventional Victorian 
4
ma+e mind wrongly sees 
the conjugal state _as a congenial union in which both_ 
partners have a distinct. ·role - the husband as a se1t·-
,_, 
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· sut:tiaient bread-winner and his wife as a totally_ 
. . q.ependent domestic slave. Moreover, it is tacitly 
assumed ·that both partners are happy with each other, 
. 
. 
. and that once a woman is attracted to her husband she 
,,, ' 
--
is alwaysoattracted, never desiring any one else. The 
marriage.ceremony automatically and unerringly produces 
this unique state. In Candida, then, Shaw is attempting) 
to show the inherent fallaciousness of these beliefs and 
• 
the deb1mking is achieved largely by the confliet 
between Morell and Marchbanks. This conflict ultimately 
·results in awareness on the part of· Morell and 
e:onsequently, on the part of the viewer. 
Morell, as we have already noted, is an idealist, 
and as such, naturally subs crib.es to the idealist's view 
of marriage given above. Eug~ne, on the other hand, is 
a developing realist whose purpose is to make clear to 
Morell and the audience that this cono..ept is not 
necessarily true, thus making the truth or fa1sity of the 
idea~ists•s viftw of marriage the crux of the central . . 
, conflict. ~his con~est begins in earnest with Eugene's 
·• 
' ~;' ~ :. '' . 
challenge in Act I: ''Happy! Your __ marriage! You think thati! 
You believe that!"20 Shortly there-after, he prepares us 
-for his shocking revelatio:r>:, when he states defiantly,_ 0 
"I shall stagger you if you have a heart in your b.t.-east, 11 21 
and f.orthwi th follows· a declaration of love for Morell' s 
wife, Candida. Morell, however, dismisses his statement 
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with· a wave o·f the· harid, for ·b·eing an idealist he 
naively_believes that it is only "calf love" and that 
the feeling is not mutual. Thus Shaw, somewhat subtly, 
introduces the first point __ to be ~eveloped; that is, 
that a woman need not always be attracted to her husband • 
This is quickly followed by the second point, an attack 
. . 
. 
on Morell' s self-suffic~iency in which Eugene insinuates 
. s 
that he can be so because Candida wills it: 11 It horrifies 
,. 
me when I think of the doses of it ( c.ant about masculinity) 
she has had to endure in all the weary years during which 
you have -self.ishly and blindly sacrificed her to minister 
to your self-sufficiency. 11 22 The truth and,ferocity of 
Eugene's remarks finally affect Morell, who, as we have 
pointed out earlier, was originally none too firm in his 
stand, and he replies, "Marchbanks, some devil is. 
putting th~se words in your mouth. It is easy - t.errib.ly 
easy - to shake a man's faith in himself. 11 23 The 
~" .• 
minister then goes on to reveal that he, as well as his-
-fellow idealists, constantly ne:.eds assurance in the 
happiness and solidity of their_ marriage. Eugene, how-
ever, is perceptive enough----to realize why this assuranee 
is necessary; their concept of marriage is~ ideal and, \.1 
consequently, not based on truth, for as ~gene replies· 
to the minister's inspired outburst on the sanctity o:f· 
maz:riage: "It's the gift Qf gab,.nothing more, nothi~, 
less. -What has your knack of fine talking to do with 
' 
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the truth, any more than p_laying the organ has? 11 24 
Finally, Eugene brings in the last of the three points, 
that his wife may not be happy with him. Candida, he 
points· out, as do all women, sees the folly in man's 
idealistic view of marriage and masculinity, and he 
goes on to illustrate the consequences with an allusion 
to the Brl.ble: "And their wives looked on and saw what 
fools they were. Oh it's an old story: you'll find it 
• 
in the Bible. I imagine King David, in his fits o~ 
enthusiasm, was very like you (stabbing him with the 
words) ']lat his wife despised him in her heart.' n2-S 
·Now ,. in order to resolve these points, they must he 
presented to Candida, either for con:tirmation or rejection,· 
·-
and, consequently, the two comb,.atants subtly confront 
her in. Act II. The confrontation results in Morell's 
worst fears being reaiized. Candida ftankly admits, as 
Eugene had predict.ed, that she and all of her sex see 
the minister's exhortations as folly, but they attend in 
<B.roves becau-se "you preach so splendidly that it's as 
good as a piay for them. Why do you think the women are 
enthusi.asUo? •• • (Moreover) they-Lre all in .1.ove with you 
and. you are in love .. with preaching because you do it so 
b~autifully. And you thi~ it's all enthusiasm for the 
Kingdom of Heaven on earth; ~nd so do they. You dear 
silly! 1126 Thus in echoing, Eugene's statement, Candida 
arouses in her husband the· fear that the young poet was 
.,. 
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right' and that\ she-may despise him and be dissatisfied 
with their relationship.·' !llhis is quickly followed by 
' ' 
the suggestion that Eugene's love may not be ''calf lowe" 
. ··-· but might be reciprocated by Candida: "It seems unfair 
that all the love should go to you, and none to him; 
although he needs it so much·more than you do. 11 27 
~us Candida- unwittingly aonf.irms . a second point Eug:ene 
... I 
had- -made. .. But even -after this onslaught, Morell stil]. 
clings to his idealistic concept of marriage, for he 
reveals he· is confid.ent she will not .Leave if only 
' 
b.ecause of her "g:oodness and purity." M.orell's ouu-
s.polt.en confidence, however, is more bravado than faith.. 
Actually, his smug self-assurance in his marriage is 
beginning to crumbjle, and this uncertainty is reflected 
in his refusal to lee.ture to the Guild of St. Matthew, 
for it seems it is the "Fust time in his li!e 11 28~ h.e has 
refused an engagement in order to have a night at 
home with his wife and his friends. Rallying the little 
strength left in his convictions, the minister hurls 
a final challenge at -Eugene, .for he still has one 
reserve. He will go to the lecture and leave his wi.t·e 
' 
with the p<let, .f.or even if he can't count on her 
gpodness and purity, he knows Eugene is ·we~k; b.eing an 
idealist, he believes ~hat her existence depends on 
borrowed strength, namely his self-suffic:-iency. When 
he finally returns from the lecture, however, he doubt.a 
that allowing them seeJ.usion wa.s .the wisest course and, . 
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aQnt'ronting Euge:ne,· in desperation ex.plicit:ly appeals 
to their e.ombined weakness: ·11oh, ~f she is mad enoug:ti 
to leave me for you, \vho will protect her? who will 
help her? who will b,e a father to her children?"29 
krchbanks c.ounters with tlle realist.' s reply that it 
is only through her that he has been the strong. 
protector; because of her love for him she has'allawed 
him to play this role, when in reality 111 t is she who 
wants somebody to protect, to help, to work for: some-
body to give her child-r.en to protect,. t:<rl1 help, and to. 
work for. S-ome grown ,;up man \Vho has become as a 
· little child again. 11 30 Moreover, Candida inadvertently 
confirms this, when coming upon them unexpectedly she 
cn.icies Eugene for "armoying" her husband and states, 
"My boy shall nclt be worried: I will protect him. n31 
~e conclusion occ.urs when C.andida is asked to chooee 
between tne poet and the minister. In this final scene, 
I' 
1 t is again obvious that Morell is des-perately trying; 
to cling to this rinal idealistic view, for he appeals 
to Candida o.n this very point, of strength: "I have 
., nothing to otte~ you hut. my strength for your defence,, 
my honesty for your surety, my ability and industry £or 
your livelihood, and my authority and position for your 
tignity. That is all it becomes a man to offer a (· 
woman .. 11 32 Candida accepts·, but not for this reason; on 
I 
the contrary, rather because he is "the, weaker of the 
1.w<?J," and needs her p,otection and care whi.ch, as a 
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.Eug~ne cou~d not, she prooee~s to convince Moreil that 
it~ is he who is dependent: "I build a castle of com1'art .. 
~d indulgeµce aud love for him,. and stand sentill.Si 
_. aJ.lway·s to keep little vulgar cares out. I make him 
master here, though he does not know it, and could 
not tell you a moment ago how it came to be so. 11 
-Qonvinc.ed, Morell replies, "It's all true, every word. .. 
-What I am you have made me with the labor of your hands 
and-the love of your heart. ~ou are my wife, my mother, 
: , ' 
my sis·ter:. you are the sum of all loving care to me_.\,,:~~3 
mence, Morell sees the folly of his·ways. He sees that 
. his marriage and his wife need not necessarily conf.orm 
to the ideal which conventional society has foisted on 
him, and, as a result, takes the first step t.owards 
becoming a realist and an intelligent husband. Ob~iously, 
Shaw intended the audience along with Morell to make 
as 
this ·same discovery and to take similar steps. Candida, 
it should be noted, never really planned to leave him. 
" Being a philistine, she is naturally content vvith 
marriage, but not Morellfs idealistic concept of ·it. 
Once the minister makes this realization there is no 
obstacle between them. 
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In dealing v{;i.th ~e Devil's ,Disci]21~ one is once 
again confronted by a problem. siDa.1:8.r to that encountered 
with Mrs. Warren's Profession. The oritical commentary 
is not on1y sparse but also shallotv, again because the 
majority of c~itias have relied heavily on Shaw's own 
commentary on the play as found in "On Diabolanian 
Ethics" in· the Pre~aee to Thr.e~ Plazs ;ro.r. Puri.tal'!s .• 
As one might suspect, then., in the few ori tical articles 
that have appeared, the·reviewers have tended to repeat 
themselves. Be this as it may, it cannot be~denie~ 
that Shaw makes several interesting and thought-provoking 
comments in this particular discussion, and since 
several of the critics do him justice b~/their concrete 
conclusion~ it Would be unwise to over~ok their remarks 
., 
in a discussion uhich purports to be comprehensive. 
Nonetheless, since there is ·a tendency toward repeti tio~ I 
y w' shall have to exercise discretion and choose for 
inclusion only the best developed points, eliminating 
those simi1arly conceived but less surely executed. 
However, since it is my contention that Shaw' a remarks 
in the Pre~ace by no means give us a detailed account 
--·-·-
of his intention, nor ·even. a real indication of what 
thf t purpose is, we shall again be dealing with The 
, Q-qintessence or .Ibse.nisrJ! in an attempt to show how 
really important it is to a valid and thorough under-
standing of another of Shaw's early plays. At the 
.• 
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·same time we shall use these rem.arks to supplement and 
complement the conclus~ons of those oPities dealing . 
with Shaw•s prefatory comments. 
One of the earliest ,articles of note was written 
by William Irvine in 1932.1 Basing his conclusions on 
Shaw's prefatory remark that ri,ie Devi;I-
1
'.s_ ,Disciple is 
"threadbare popular melodrama" but v1i th ''a genuine 
novelty in it,rr2 he states that Shaw's purpose, then, 
cente~s on this so-called novelty. That is, Sb.aw 
uses every stock trick of melodrama not for a melodramatic 
effect but rather "in order to drive home rational and 
antimelodrama tic lessons about human life·.'·' In tb:fs 
way Shaw presents a "hair-of-the-dog cure for melodrama."3 
Hence, Irvine feels, Shaw's purpose is to illustrate how 
meaningless and worthless popular melodrama is, by 
acquainting the reader with the solid melodramatic 
potential that lies untapped by dramatists. 
.. . 
· Thus, Irvine indicates, violent conversion is common 
in popular melodrama, but it is totally lacking in 
significance other than fer the effect of sensation. 
Unlike his contemporaries, Sha'ti uses a similar conver-
sion not for effect but to illustrate Qthat true 
character reveals itself in crisis."4 Hence, Mr. Irvine 
maintains, the fact that the devilworshipper Dick takes 
Tony's pl.ace on the gallows and the fact that Tony 
subsequently abando.ns the ministry f'or war obviously 
illustrates this point. Unfortunately, Irvine never 
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r·evea.ls why he feels this reversal of roles obviously 
indicates an attempt at character revelation. More-
over, since he does fail to adequately verify his 
belief that Shaw is giving us melodrama with a message, 
his suggest~on for the purpose of the play also seems 
to lose strength; the result is a lack of cohesion 
·though not necessarily a lack of validity. No doubt 
a .case could be made out for vvhat Irvine ha-a to say; -- ... ,_ 
l 
however, !'would hesitate to classify it as the primary 
~ purpase of the drama. As we shall see shortly, the 
cure for melodrama may be important, but it is by no 
means central • 
. Subsequently, Irvine concludes his discussion with 
a brief examination of the trial and gallows scenes. 
He points out that these episodes are an attempt on 
Shaw's part to illustrate that legal execution is merely 
murder done in the name of duty,-and that an examination 
of the conflict betvveen Maj or Svvindon and Dick Dudgelbn.. 
clearly su'pports this belief. Hence, we see the 
Englishman attempting to make a "desperate military 
measure" appear solLemn and dignified while,Dick, 
because of the Major's stupidity, has little difficulty 
-·',,. 
I ,11, 
:•,.i 
·-,- ....... J • • i' · •. 
~.. ', ' 
,. ' . 
! 
in revealing it "as the murderous act of venal hirelings. 11 5 
•re, again, with much of Irvine-, the point • well-as 18 
.,a\ 
made but not well-developed. 
Desmond McCarthy, writing in 1.940, takes an approach 
to the play similar to that of Irvine.6 He agrees that 
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.De Devil's Disciple is melodrama with a novelty, and F 
-
. that this novelty is a message, but, unlike Irvine, he 
hesitates to state that its purpose is a "cure" for 
Dlelodrama., though he does not deny the possibility. 
Instead, he almost totally ig~ores the question of 
·intention and limits his critique to a discussion of 
Shaw's message, thereby complementing and reinforcing 
... 
Irvine's commentary. In his. estimation, and perhaps 
in that of many readers, Shaw's most explicit idea 
emerges from Dick and his indifferent heroism. Inevitably, 
.-r 
·);j heroism was linked to love on the Victorian stage. To 
hear Dick gently but firmly disenchanting Judith 
Anderson of the notion that love for her had prompted 
his sudden 1mpulse to take her husband's place on the 
scaffold was olJviously disconcerting to the conventiona.1 
mind. Being a realist.ic observer of human nature, 
Shaw was attempting to illustrate to the Victorians 
that heroism need not be linked to love. What the 
\ J 
' ,--- _\ __ 
motivating factor is behind Dick's heroism, McCarthy 
unfortunately, does not discuss. McCarthy's reasons 
for avoiding this issu~,, however, ar'e obvious;- one works 
under a- handicap when relying solely on the Preface. 
~e second important point which Shaw is trying to 
make in the play revolv_es about Dick's heroism which 
"is finally exhibited to a tlisadvantage beside the 
· really efficient tho~gh unself-sacrificing energy of a 
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robust, entire1y prosaic parson. 117 Everything that had 
happened prior to the gallows scene had 1118,de us feel 
the sup·eriori ty of· Dick, but Shaw makes Dick, as he _ 
" 
steps down from the gallows, say to Anderson: "If' I 
had been any good, I should have done l'.or you what you 
did for me (i.e., ride for help to the approaching 
American forces) instead of making a vain sacrifice.," 
c 
"Not vain, . my boy," is the reply. . "It takes all sorts, 
to make a world - saints as well as soldiers."8 The 
ex--Pr,esbyterian minister, now a soldie:r, "has it" as 
they say in carrying resolutions at meetings. Hence, 
Mc©arthy poin:b.s out, ·in this sudd.en reversal of the 
relative positions o~ the.hero and the husband at the 
end Shaw defies us to "exalt martyrdom above ·effective 
service in the cause. 11 9 
Irvine's article is 1urther bolstered by an interest-
ing though slightly superficial review originally 
ft, 
written by Archibald Henderson in 1913 and revised and 
republished in 19.-56. 1 O Employing a rather obvious 
approach, he states that the .best way to determine 
whether the play is intended as a "cure" for melodrama 
is by examining the melodrama itself. Obviously it is 
there, for by examining The Devil's Disciple we are 
. i:om,.ediately aware that it is nstufl.'ed with everything 
:from t.ne rag bag ot· melodrama: reading of a will, 
heroic sacrifice·, courtmartial and gallows, ·and the 
eleventh hour reprieve,. 11 11 but what is not quite so 
o~vious is the Shavian twist given to all the stock 
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situations and the· -trite episodes. Once this twist is 
. realized, it. also becomes apparent that Shaw is Q:lear]y 
spoofing .conventional melodrama. Thus, Henderson notes, 
Shaw diseards the obvious obligatory scene when the 
minister returns after Dick has been taken by the 
solciiers: the tumult of passions, Judith's despair, 
the tender farewell as he goes off to take the place 
of the noble al:Jtruist in prison, and se11ds the orphami 
girl off posthaste to secure aid. Again, Henderson 
continues, in the third act, the melodramatic formula 
requires Dick to avow his love for the minister's ..~ wife ,i 
~or whom he is prepared to make the supreme sacrifice, 
but, as we have seen, he rebukes her for her lack of 
comprehension. Lastly, Henderson concludes, Shaw's 
deftest· stroke occurs in the scene of the military 
tribunal. One can "imagine-the cloud of romantic gloom 
and melodramatic horror the author of La Tosca would 
have cast over this valley of·the shadow of death." 12 
Shaw, however, "ushers in an exquisite and urbane 
' comedian to irradiate the gathering gloom with the 
spark~ of his audacious speech and the scintillations 
of his heartless wit. 11-13 ~ In this manner Shaw elevates 
the piece ontoJa plane of satire on militarism and its 
\Code of honor. 
· Of the critics who have reviewed The Devil's pisciple, 
a numher have agreed ge,nerally th~t there is a certain 
amount of significance attached to Shaw's use of the 
particular period and setting found in the play; in 
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:tact, they see it as the key to Shaw's purpose. More- ·11 
I 
over, those who have dealt with this aspect are 
surprisingly uniform in their treatment. of Shaw's reason 
for doing so. Thus, ·Henry Duffin, whose account is a~ 
detailed as can be found, 14 rema.rks that the American 
colonies in 1777 were unconsc-iously witnessing the 
death throes of a once vibrant and flourishing 
Puritanism. This, .however, does not mean that it .was 
relinquishing its hol~ on the colonist's moral life. 
On the contrary, its code was more rigid and unyielding 
than ever, but the spirit needed to perpetuate its 
existence was gone. Hence it was nothing more than a 
cold, somber corpse forcing man to attain his salvation 
d. 
in "fear and trembling." Shaw, Duffin comments, 
deplored the effect this "dead Puritanism" had on the 
up,per and middle classes, for its attitude of n joyless-
ness (and) squalid-misanthropy" 15 wrought havoc with 
·their lives and destroyed their freedom. Duffin 
' 
concludes·, then, that Shaw depicted this particular 
1o.cale characterized as it was by the harshness and 
severity of this p~culiar phase of Puritanism so that 
he could attack Puritanism and its unwholesome influence. 
Thus Duffin sees the play ·as essentially an attack on 
"' 
Puritanism· • 
As tar as Duffin goes, there can be little doubt 
that his suggestion is valid, arid certainly ~ore central. 
than the others we have seen. However, it is my belief 
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that this critic and many of his ool1eagues ar.e unawal"e 
of the full significance of Shat~' s treatment of: this 
locale and, eonsequently, have distorted his purpose, 
agiin, because they have failed to realize _the .fundamental 
importance of The Quintessence of Ibseni,s;m; in relation 
, to Shaw 1 s early drama. Undoubtedly then, as I have 
mentioned, Shaw is attacking the unwholesome effect ot 
this brand of Puritanism, but it is,also more than this, 
for ·this Puritanism is also a symbol, a symbol of all 
established religions. As Shaw points out in The 
Quintessence of Ibsenis~, it is only a matter of time 
before nthe barren forms and observancesnl6 ~f 
established religions die and are replaced by the vital 
religion of self, and duty to a Godhead is replaced by 
duty to the individual. Religion has outlived its 
usefulness;- it gave man a code·by which he could live 
., and guided hi~ until the rcJ.ce matured. With this 
•' ---- > 
maturation the individual is capable of formulating his 
' own code and living according to his own dictates. 
Hence, Shaw feels, the time is at hand. Man is beginning 
to see that religion as an ideal was useful~ but man no 
longer needs __ ideals, particularly religion, .for he can 
do good without it. In fact, he must reject ideals if 
-he is to p~ogress socially. Thus, to retain a dying 
idealistic religion as a code of ·conduct for the adult 
individual would be harmful. Now, as Du.ffin concludes, 
in The Devil's Disciple Shaw's purpose is to attack a 11 11 ET I 
.,.1 
•·., 
•.l' 
.. 
•' 
' ;,.:' ,· 
•dead Puritanism" for its unwholesome influence; by 
examining The, S~intes,s.en;c,e of I,bsenism we see that 
Puritanism is actually a symbol, and by logically 
extending this line of thought, one may rightly assume 
that in the play Shaw is attacking all ndead religions11 
because of the detrimental effect they have on the 
life of modern man. As .I see it, The. .Dev:il's Dis.aiple 
derives its essence from 'l;le. gui.ntes.sence, ,or Ibsenisin;; 
the play is essentially an attack on established religion 
and its major thesis is: ideal religion in its present 
state is harmful and produces little actual good; min 
can be a better individual without i,.t. 
Be.fore we can clarify and substantiate this thesis, 
the reader must be aware of Shaw's .use of two character 
types drawn from 'ltle guintessence and first pointed out 
by Arthur Nethercot in his Me~ ~nd .~upermen: A Shavian 
I 
P~rtrait G¥lery. Directing his attention to the rirst 
chapter entitled "The Two Pioneers,n he indicates that 
Dick Dudgeon readily conforms to the characteristics of 
the realist - indulgence preacher, "the man who declares 
that it is right to do something hitherto regarded as 
infamous,nl7 and his mother to those of the spokesman 
tor the idealists, the abstinence preacher, who advocates 
and enforces strict adherence to established religious 
and social ideals. Dick·- prescribes smuggling, gaming, 
and dancing. He taunts the assembled relatives and 
neighbors at the reading of his f~ther 1s will by telling 
-~ . 
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-em the history of hii·s discipleship - how he was brought 
up in "the other service," 18 but ·how he pe.rceived from 
the first that the devil was his "natural master and 
captain and friend." 19' He realized that the devil "was 
in the right, and· that the world cringed to his conqueror 
only through fear. 112 0 Being an indulgence preacher 
accounts, also, for Dick's unpopularity, for Shaw 
remarks that the idealis-t reacts to this type of person 
by "calling him all manner of.opprobrious names; grudging 
him his bare bread and water. "21 Similarly, Nethereot 
feels, it is obvious that Mrs. Dudgeon is an idealist -
abstinence preacher. Her capacity to love, if she ever 
··really had any, has soured to universal hate, for she 
symbolizes "dead Puritanism." Rigid in her religious 
beliefs and overly desirous that others be so, she has 
"an unquestioned reputation for piety and respectability 
among her neighbors ••• 1122 More than anyone else, she 
hates her son Dick. Again.,. like the idealist, her only 
guide word is "duty"; indeed, the cone,ept of duty runs 
-heavily through the whole play like a dissonant chord. 
Her reQently dead husband ~s "duty", she s~_ys, ·was to 
stay at home with his family. She weeps at her own 
~ 
"duty as a widow." She is confident t·hat she knows· 
,. God's choice: "Why should. we do our duty·· and keep 
God's law if there is to be no difference made between. 
us and· those who follow their own.likings and dislikings, 
and make~a jest of us and-of their Maker's word?"23 
. :. ·' 
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Once this character distinction is realized, an 
examination or their role in the structural equilibrimn 
of th~ play plainly supports our proposed major theme. 
The contrast. between the character and way of t·life of 
the abstinence preacher and the indulgence preacher 
as seen in Act I is too obvious to lack significance 
and so too is the implicit condemnation of Mrs. Dudgeon. 
Clearly, by depicting Mrs. Dudgeon as he does~ Shaw is 
illustrating the harmful influence of a dead reiigion 
and its inability to produce good• particularized in 
Puritanism solely for the sake of dramatic concreteness. 
As we have already seen, then• Mrs. Dudgeon is 
characterized as a zealous apostle of. this dead, ideal 
religion. That her life and actions are molded by this 
code, Shaw makes clearly evident. In the stage 
directions, her face is described as "grimly trenched by 
the channels into which the barren forms a.rid observances 
of a dead Puritanism oan pen a bitter temper and fierce 
· pride.n24 As a young girl she had been in love with one 
of two brothers whose reputation was somewhat tarnished. 
,:j 
However, on the advice or the preceding minister~ Eli 
Hawkins, but "against her heart," she married "the 
Godfearing" one.25 Mbreover, she is, as already noted, 
constantly preoccupied with the duties religion has 
imposed on her. Obviously, then, she lives strictly 
according to her religious ideals, but few people 
would care to emulate the result. She ''has worked 
I 
62. 
hard and got nothing by it except dominion and detesta-
tion in her sordid home."26 Her religion has made her 
"hard, driving, wrathf'ul" and totally lacking in 
Christian charity. She cares little about the feelings 
of her brother-in-law's bastard child Essie, constantly 
Feminds her of what she is, and accepts the young 
girl I s presence only because it is expected or her. 
She hat,ed her "softheaded" husband, only tolerates 
her son Christy, and has driven away her son Dick, 
whom she violently qurses even on her death bed. 
Thus, this dead, ideal religion has made a miserable, 
wretched woman of Mrs. Dudgeon, has alienated her from 
her chi-ld.ren and husband, and has indirectly caused 
her son Dick to turn to "devil worship." Not only has 
this ideal been harmful by making her, in some respects. 
nthe most lioentious woman in the parish,n27 but it 
. has produced no apparent good, only hatred and misery. 
Shaw, however, orrers the reader an alternative in 
the contrasting characterization of Dick Dudgeon. This 
is not to say that the reader should turn to devil 
worship, nor is.Shaw implying this, for as Irvine has 
noted 11As a turitan Dick is impressive, but as a 
di8.bolonian h6 is a little ta.me.n28 The point is, Dick 
saw what this dead religi~n of self-denial had done to. 
his mother and her family, and finding the results 
disgusting~ deterD?-ined to,.ignore this a.ode and follow 
his own dictates whioh by the·eighteenth a~ntury criteria 
automatically branded him I.LS in the service of the devil •. 
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A~tually by ShaViian standBJ:ds .. 11Devil' s Disciple" is a 
misnomer, but one which Shaw used purpo.sely since 
neither Dick nor the townspeople were aware of what -a 
realist-indulgence preacher is. Hence, as a diabo1Qnian 
he appears tame, for he is actually a realist in an 
idealist world. Furthermore, Shaw, himself, verifies this 
theory in the Preface by his calling Dick a "Puritan 
of Puri tans" f_or in living according to the 'iaw of his 
own nature" he had become a natural ascetic and far 
more humane and Christian than the unnatural ascetics. 
The substitute that Shaw offers, then, for a d;a,d 
' 
religion is the religion of self-living true to one's 
nature. By contrast the effects of the latter are much 
more entia:Lng, nor, as Shaw illustrates, has sell~ 
guidance made Dick a wanton libertine. His religion 
has made him aloof and satiric. , He is able to disc_.ern , 
the hypocrisy and pretension of his "Christian" 
relatives. Unlike his mother, he possesses a warmth 
of feeling as displayed 'in his reaction to Essie, 
his concern for her feelings, and his ready willingness 
t~ assume responsibility for her upbringing. Moreov;er, 
-shaw makes clear that Dick, although he has reject.ed 
' 
the Puritan code of ethics, will ·find reasons for 
ioing good naturally' '. "and these reasons' seem to him 
to be far more binding on the conscience than the 
pree,epts of a book of which the divine inspiration 
,,_,. 
can.hot be rationally proved. ••29 Thus, as Dick indicates, 
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his reason for taking Reverend Anderson's place and 
I possibly suffering martyrdom was neither duty nor 
love, but rather issued from the dictates of his own 
nature: "·I have been brought up s.tanding by the law 
of my own mature; and I may not go against it, gallows 
or no gallows. 11 30 
Clearly, tnen, Shaw deplores Mrs. Dudgeon and her 
dead religion and would substitute Dick's religion 
of self. His treatment of their character and 
actions, as we have seen, evidently supports our 
propesed major theme, that ieteal religion in i t.s 
present state is harmful to man and produces little 
a-ct.ual good; man can Le a bet·ter individual without 
it. 
The 
to that 
idea of the superiority of the realist;f.s religioa. 
of the idealist's .is .further.reinforced and 
ctmplified in the change o:t· at:tti t_ude which the Reverend 
Anthony AndersoL.1 undergoes•- As a Puri tan mi~ister, 
.ne naturally f.alls in the same category as Mrs. Dudgeon, 
~~ 
. but unlike Mrs. Dudgeon, he lacks religious self-
assurance for "it is not in his nature." Nor is the 
love of passive guidance in the pu.lpi t., at !'scnJ.emn 
family coU?lcils," or at the death-bed, for Reverend 
Anderson is latently a man of action. The actual 
metamorphosis occurs when Anderson realizes that 
Dick has taken his place on the gallows; at this point 
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"the man of peace vanishes, t~ansfigured into a 
i.ormidable and choleric man of war, n31 who rejects. 
all he has stood for in the past with the words, 
"Minister be~faugh! 11 32 fill.us Anderson abandons an. 
external code for the law of his own nature and, in· 
-~ 
so doing, has actually taken the first step towari 
becoming a 1!ull-t1edged realist. 
Now, some readers might point ·out that if this is 
Shaw's: intention, he destroys the whole effeQt by 
having Dick reverse his position at, . the conclusion of ; 
the play. If Dick is to "start presently as the 
..., Reverend Richard Dudgeon" and "wag his pow" in Anderson's 
old pulpit, it seems an abnegation of the principles 
-with which Shaw had begun. Actually, this need not b.e 
so. It is Anderson who makes this remark, and sinc·e 
he has no ev-idence to sup1)ort this conclusion and since 
Dick himself never confirms the statement, the reader 
may conclude that Shaw inserted this reversal of roles 
simply because it too was an element of the melodrama 
and only of consequence in this respect. However, if 
the reader feels Shaw's intent was serious and that 
... ( .. , Dick will presently take the minister's place,_ there 
is_ no reason to assume he had -to become a Puri tan 
minister; as a confirmed realist - indulgence preacher 
1 t is ·quite possible that he would preach his own 
personal doctrines to Shaw's heart's content. 
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Ohapter Ii - Captain J3ra,s,sbound • a Conve,rsion ( 1 a99) 
·We are led, then, to the :Rinal play with which ~ 
plan to deal, namely Captain Brassbound's. Conversion~ 
Being:· devoid of some of the enigmatic qualities that a -
play such as Candida pQ;Ssesses, and, therefore, limiting 
the reYiewer•s: possibilities for· critical speculation, 
the elements of the play have, quite naturally, come to 
be regarded by critics as obvious and unchallenging. As 
a result,, no one has attempted. to go beyond the level 
of the obvious, and, thus, the dramatic elements of 
the play have been shamefully neglected, even, it· 
possible, more so than the works we have previously 
examined. Cxitical commentary is almost totally lacking 
\, 
and even wh~re found is unbelievably brief. This in-
different attitude toward the complexities of the play 
is an unfortunate one for scholars and students, for 
they are misled concerning a drama which actually has 
considerable depth and beam. Hence, sinc.e no compre-
hensive, study exists when an analysis of this kind 
would undoui~·edly prove fruitful, and since a study 
of the play further pr·oves that elements of The 
Quin.:.tessence still penetrated Shaw's drama in the late 
nineties, the play fits quite naturally into the pres.ent 
study~ 
As· we have indicated, then, critics have failed t,o 
assign to Ca:21t.ain JBrassbound's Conversion a true and I- P 1. I 
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complete ·evaluation as a play. They see it solely as 
a light-spirited attack on melodrama, similar to 
The Devil's Disciple, witk a seemingly obvious major 
theme concerning vengeance and justice. Now to a 
certain extent this view of the major theme is valid. 
~e Captain Brassbound's Conversion is intended as a 
cure for melodrama, but the major theme is not quite 
so obvious as they would have us believe; veng,eance is 
only a part of it as we shall see shortly. However, 
inasmuch as the critics are correct to a certain degree,_;~ 
we shall note these points as they appear in ~he bet.tier· 
·c:2,rtic.l.es. Moreover as with the pla~y-s aiscussed earlier, 
we shall evalua~e the elmaracters and intention in ]ig,tJ.t 
o:f· The Quint.essenc.e o:d· Iieep.ism, an evaluation which 
should give us a complete picture of the major theme. 
One of the earliest reviews of Captain Brassbound's 
Conversion appears in G-. K, Chesterton's George :Bernard 
Shaw, 1 and, al though it: ·characteristically lacks· 
perception Chesterton does attempt to grapple with the 
main theme rather than state it dogmatically, and, 
however inadequate his conclusions may be;·-····they do 
offer a starting point. He indicates that in intention 
.the dra.wa is similar to that of C~esar an~ cieoRatra 
i& that much of it turns on the idea of the vanity of 
revenge - "the idea that it is too slight and silly a 
thing for a man to allow to occupy and corrupt his 
consoious·ness. 112 Captain Brassbound 's whole life 
. '·~ 
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revolves about his desi:re·for revenge foI' the supposed 
. -, 
. 
injustice his uncle, Sir How~d• had inflicted on his 
mother. When the time comas for the rulfillment of 
this desire, however, Shaw has Lady Cicely tell him 
that he is making a fool of himself, that his wrong 
is irrelevant, that his vengeance is objectless, that 
he wou1d be much better off if he flung his morbid 
fanoy away forever;_ in short, she tells him he is 
ruining himself for the sake of l'uining a total 
stranger. Brassbound replies, "Damn youJ you have 
· belit·tled my whole life to me."3 Hence, Chesterton 
feels, in this scene Shaw makes clear that personal 
revenge is ridiculous, and, at the same time, implicit 
in the scene is Shaw's reason for believing th:is. 
Revenge, as Shai;-; sees it, is a lowering of man 1 s 
dignity; significantly, Shaw's attitude contrasts 
sharply with that of the majority of his colleagues who 
would see revenge as alien to man, a sphere proper to 
God alone: "Vengeance is mine saith the Lord: I will 
repay." 
Writing two decades later, William Irvine4 similarly 
deals ~ith Shaw•s major theme, but.unl.ike Chesterton, 
he realizes that Shaw..•s barbs are not- aimed solely at 
private revenge. He points out that actually the 
dramatist sets up a dichotomy\ here·; not only does he 
attack private vengeance, but also legal justice, which 
is depicted as a form of official public 
\ 
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tt'J!o many and many a poor wretch in the dock you ( Sir 
Howard Hall~) have brought vengeanoe in that disguise -· 
the vengeance of society, disguised as justice by its 
passion. 115 . Hence he makes clear that public revenge 
is no less reprehensible than,private. Moreover., he 
indicates that the sole responsibility for this revenge 
rests not with the sadistic desires of' the~ judges but 
rather 1-1ith the passions of society ror 11if you ta.lee a 
man and pay him~ 51 000 a year to be wicked, and praise 
him for it, and have policemen and courts and laws and 
. . 
. 
juries to drive him into it so th~t he can't help doing 
it, what aan1 you expect ?"6 Significantly., Irvine goes 
on to point out that Shaw uses this dichotomy, then, for 
the purpo~e of "crushing the whole conception of retributive 
justice at a single blow.n7 Thus, by bringing the pirate, 
Captain Brassbound, obsessed as he is by personal vengeance, 
in contact with Judge Howard Hallam the representative of 
Her Majesty's justice, by showing a clole parallel in character 
and outlook beti-1een these t1r10 individuals, and by knocking 
the private vengeance of the one against \ihat is clearly 
the orficial vengeance of the other, retribution is dealt 
a smashing blow. 
Fil.ward Wagenknecht8 in a somewhat superficial article• 
complements these two reviews by indicating a third 
important point, namely that CazRt.ain; .Bra,s.s.bot.md '.s 
Conversion is an evid~nt light-spirited attack on 
· melodrama. Taking the romanti.ca1ly appealing concept 
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d the swashbuckling pirate, Shaw places him in a world 
ot· ocean steamers and swift cruisers and, consequently, 
he degenerates into a shabby combination of smuggler 
and guide. hen his air qf_~omplete authority is 
dispelled when he is confronted by the matronly Lady 
Cicely, suggesting that he and his·crew are nothing but 
"' 
"children in a nursery" playing. at pirates. For the 
setting_, the dramatist conjures up the conventionally 
' ~ glamoxous adventure land of :Moro.cc~ but instead of the 
:romantic illusion of mystery, exo .. tia women, and intrigue, 
he introduces into it the inexorable laws of politicali 
economy and the sordid realities of poverty, vice, and 
~ailure. Like -~he Devil's Disciple-,. but to a lesser 
ex.1tent, it is a melonrama con~octed to cure people ot 
melodrama. 
When Arthur Nethercot takes up the subject of 
,captain Br13;.§2.1?;ound I s Convers},,,on in 19154, 9' he pro bes 
st.ill.. further into the intricacies of the play, and comes 
to the conclusion that there ·appears. to be a definite 
-correlation between it and ~~e }~Uir;Lte~s,e:qoe of; Ibsenism. 
As with his other reviews which are similarly oriented, 
he limits his discussion to Shaw's use of character 
types in the play, types which he again feels find their 
original in The Quintessence. N.ow regarding the origin. 
of Shaw's types he is correct, ·but unlike his prior 
analysis, he runs "into difficulty in classifying the 
-.. 
' 
characters. Captain Btassbound, he feels,- is an idealist, 
and I· am inclined to agree with him for-- reasons which will. 
:~:' 
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become clear as we progress. However, regarding 1Lady 
-Cicely he concludes that she is "Shaw's supreme eff'ort 
I 
to portray his favorite ty:pe of philistine: the mother 
woman. nlO 'rhis conclusion is based· on two points. First, 
Nethercot indicates Lady Cicely's maternal qualities, 
which lead him to believe she is a mother woman. Now, 
\ according to Shaw, a mother woman oan be either a 
j philistine or an idealist. Hence, the second point: 
since, Nethercot feels, she.is incapable of introspection 
and is, thus, unable to view herself objectively and 
analytically, she is a philistine, for even the idealist 
is aware of his spiritual problems but willfully blinds 
himself. Unfortllllately Netheraot has raistakenly tried to 
pass over one of the requisites for being classed as a 
philistine - mother woman - marriage, this category's 
natural sphere and the onJ.y one in whie~ she is content. 
Witness the case of ].h's. Bridgenorth in Ge~ting ,?viarrie,d• 
Mrs. Tarleton in Misalliance, Lady Chavender from 
On the Rocks - the number is inf'ini te. The fact that 
Lady Cicely is single almost itnmediately eliminates this 
classification. In addition, I cannot agree that she 
is incapable of introspection, for, if she were, it 
would be impossible to exp1ain wl~y she regards herself 
as an individualist and Br~ssbound as an i~ealist at the 
conclusion of the play. No, I have· to agree with Alick 
We~t 6 who unfortunately never really develops this point, 
that Lady Cicely, like Lesbia Grantp.am in Ge,t,ting ,!¥\rri.e~, 
is actually a realist with maternal instincts.11 
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That she has th~se maternal qualities is fairly 
obvious and not nearly as important as her role as a 
realist; therefore, we shall only deal with them brief.ly. 
When she first meets Captain Brassbound' s crew·,. she 
immediately begins to mother them for, to her "all men 
are children in a nursery. 11 12 "Ah," she exclaims to 
Brassbound, "if. I could only show you my children from 
Waynf_lete Sunday School! "13 She ties up Marze' s wound 
I:, 
as if she were a hospital nurse, and ttlrns Brassbound out 
of his bedroom to put his man into it. She plays no 
favorites, however, and mends Brassbound's coat without 
invitation. As Johnson, another of the bandits, puts it, 
"lh'om what I can make out, she means to make herself 
... 
matron of this institution."14 
Almost equally obvious is her role as a realist, a 
role which Nethercot surprisingly misinterprets. Like 
the realists who would do away with the fancy masks of· 
society, she places great emphasis on candor as when 
speaking of Drinkwater, "He has been so frank and truthful 
with us. You know I don't think anybody can pay me a 
· g;reater complimen~ than t·o b_e quite sincere with me at . 
f~irst sight. I-tr's the perfe __ ction of natural good 
manners." 15. Mqreover, in her attitude toward established 
religion she is also realistio. She is certainly aware 
. · that the beliefs of the majority o~·religious adherents 
are not necessarily their practices, for when she is told 
·' that her proposed journey' may be dangerous because the 
I ' ' ' • ' • 
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Arab.a feel that if they kill a Christian they will go 
---to heaven, she replies, " ••• the people in England believe 
that they will go to.heaven'if they give all their 
property to the poor, b.ut they don't do it. I ''m not a 
bit afraid of that. 11 16 Consequently, because she realizes 
that re~igion has no real appeal to man and because she 
is a realist, we would expect her to reject religion, and 
. Shaw suggests that she may have done just that, for 
when Captain Kearney· asks her point blank, "But you are 
a Christian woman?" 17',. she avoids a direct answer. As 
we have pointed out when dealing with·The Devil's Disciple, 
the realist also b.elieves that man will do good naturally 
r-
and does not need the guidance and threat of civil 
religious law. This same idea is implicit in her state.--· 
ment to Sir Haward when she cries, "You always think, 
Howard, that nothing prevents people killing each other 
but the fear of your hanging them for it. But what n&n~ 
sense that is!"18 Note also her attitud! toward duty 
which, like the true realist, she feels is a false 
obligation which proves harm:61 l in many instances. 
Brassbound, with his purpose in life destroyed, begs her 
for direction, and she replies that it certainly will 
have nothing to do with duty: "I •ve had· quite enough 
, 
of your duty, and Howard's duty. Where would you both 
be _now if ·. I 'd let you do itin 19; Roth o:f them know very 
well that in the name of duty Brassbound would have had 
Sir Howard killed, and would himse.lf have been the .victim 
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o~ retaliation by the British government. But, finally, 
she· offers the captain a .purpose to replace the one she 
has destroyed.and states, "It's quite simple. Do what-· 
ever yoll like. That's what I always do, 1120 a statement 
which is tant.amount to telling him to become a realist 
like herself. 
With these several maj·or points expanded and 
clarified, there remains for us, :then, a further 
amplification ot· the major theme. As we have point.ad 
out, Chesterton and Irvine maintain that it revolves 
s-0lely about the ridiculousness of personal an4 public 
vengeance. Actually, there is another facet to the central 
theme, the concept of duty, which, like the themes of the 
three previous plays, finds its origin in The Quintessence 
0£ Ibjsenism. ~us, as will b·ecome clear presently., in 
Ca~tain Brasshouncl' s Conversion Shaw is expanding a point 
which he had made several years earlier in Mrs. Warren's 
. Prof.ession, namely that the concept of duty is a false,~ 
and in °many cases harmi.\11, obligation imposed. on us by the 
idealists. Since certain ideals such as religion and 
marriag,e a re false, the duties which are generally 
associated.with them are fal.se. Therefore it follows 
that we ha~e no duties, not even to our mothers, but 
only to ourselves. We may obey and serve out of love 
but not out of duty alone. Once this is realized "the 
tyranny of duty is broken; for now man's· God is- himseli.f. 11 21 
~is portion of the central theme regarding the 
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.... hQ)].lowness of duty is made apparent in the conflict 
between Captain Brassbound, the idealist, and the realist 
Lady Cicely. Through this contest of wi1]s and ideas, 
Shaw makes it clear that the motivating force in Brass-
bound's life, his duty to his mother, is worthless and 
even harmful, and when the pirate comes to realize this, 
so too does the audience. Thus at tie outset of the play 
when we are first introduced to the captain, Shaw 
indicates pointedly i:u the stage directions that he is. 
a man with a_purpose, and a tragic one at that. A1though 
there is no indication o~ what that purpose is aside from 
the fact that he looks "in a singular and rather deadly 
way at Sir Hovvard, n22 one can assume that it has dominat,ed 
his life to the exclusion of happiness, for he has a 
"Handsome face, but joyless; dark eyebrows drawn t.owards 
one another; mouth set grimly; nostrils large and strained: 
a .face set to one tragiec purpose.n 23 At the end o.f Act I, 
however, this objective becomes clearer vvhen, Brassbound . 
warns Sir Howard that as a judge he has many enemies and 
on the journey they are about to take the only justice 
"is th_e justice of vengeance •••• (almost threateningly) 
Take care. The avenger may be one of the escort. ,,24 
F·inally in Act II with the judge and Lady Cice4 his ., 
pr.is·oners in the Moorish Castle his purpose is re~ealed. · .. 
He is convinced that his uncle, Sir Howard Hallam, once 
cheated his widowed mother, an uneducated Brazilian 
woman, out of her husband's. estate, and drove her to 
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. · irink and madness. He is therefore pursuing "justice 
on a thief and murderer,". and his objective becomes 
c.lear - veng~anc.e. ·It is at this point that Shaw 
introduces the first portion of the central theme in 
his sermonizings on justice and vengeance, and the 
,\ 
futility of the latter, as vvell. as on "the vengeance 
of society,· disguised as justice by its passions. 11 25 
lBUt what reviewers have ove.rlooked is the force which 
drove Brassbound to seek revenge, his "duty as a s~n," 
which constitutes the second portion of the central 
theme. He admits that his childhood was none too happy; 
in fact, it was "hell." Nor was it possible to b.~ very 
tender wi 1th his mother, who had a very vi0>1Lent t.emper •. 
Hence, his motivation does not spring from love, but, 
as we have indicated, solely from the belief that he ·had 
a duty to his mother simply because she was his mother. 
For this reason he is plainly an idealist, and even Lady 
Cicely perceives it when she Qries, "Oh, I see you 're 
one of the Idealists - the Impossibilists ! n26 She- goes 
on, then, like the true realist, to point out the 
fulility of vengeance and the ahsurdi ty of. this ob~igation, 
for if he had any -real duty at all it quite naturally 
~hould have been performed "in your .mother's lifetime, 
.. 
when you could have been kind and for bearing with her. 
Hurting your uncle won't do her any goad, you knovv.,,27; 
. Slowly, Brassbound comes to realize the Uuth of this 
statement, and exclaims, "Damn you! You have belittled 
my whole lite to me. 1128 Shaw further makes clear in 
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Act III that this conversion· iS permanent and that 
. ~·"Brassbound has thoroughly rejected his duty to his 
mother when the captain "takes from the breast pocket 
of his jacket a leather case, from which he extracts a 
sc~appy packet of dirty letters antl newspaper cuttings. 
These he throws on the table. Next comes a photograph 
(or his mother) in a cheap frame. He throws it down 
untenderly beside the papers; then folds his arms, "and 
looks at it with "grim distaste. n 29 However, with this 
motivation gone he lacks direction: "You have taken the 
. 
old meanings out or my life; but you have put no new 
meaning into it •••• you•ve opened my eyes to the past; 
but what good is that for the future? What am I to do? 
'Where am I to go?" She replies, "It's quite simple. 
Do whatever you like. That's what I always do.n30 
In other words, become a realist like myself and reject 
duty for it -cdll ruin your iife. At fi1.,st he does not 
seem to understand and begs Lady Cicely to marry him, 
but she knows that the realist cannot mar~y, for this 
is part of the nseoret of command." The fact tl1a t he sub-
sequently fathoms this "secret," that to rule effectively 
you eannot be "in love with ally real person~ because _ 
love necessarily involves a service to the loved one 
which cannot be met• and abandons Lady Cicely for the 
sea, suggests that he ma,y have understood and taken 
her advice. · 
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Oonelusion 
-<, jl ,' Now, in the present study we have acoomp1ished a 
... 
number of tas~s whieh, hopefully, may serve as an incentive 
for future c·ontributiorts to Shavian scholarship, for we 
/'"\ 
. have shown, among other things 6 that Shaw's early wor~s offe~ 
a rich and fruitful harvest that as yet has been only 
partially reaped. In recent years critics have become 
increasingly aware of this potential with respect to 
' I all of his plays and, no doubt. 1 ~-t.··par:ti~ll,-:~ac:ctbu.n:es:i.-~ror 
the fact that currently Shaw has acquired renewed 
· popularity and almost universal recognition as a major 
dl'amatist. It is my hope and belief that in the years 
to come, Shaw's plays will become the object of the 
same intensive study by schola~s and students as is now 
the reward of al1 the masters. Be this as it may, however, 
these remarks are somewhat tangential to the purpose at 
hand. Our current discussion, aside from givi~ us a 
comprehensive and somewhat original view of the range of 
meaning in four of' Shaw's early plays and, ther,efore, an 
opportunity for bemoaning his fate, also demands that we 
draw several iinportant conclusions. 
As we have already indicated. briefly, the plays 
themselves, contrary to popular critical opinion, have 
considerable.depth and range. Not only are these works 
very often an attack on social, political, and lite~a~y 
abuses, but the essence of character and situation also 
d~pends ·/heavily on Shaw's social phi-losophy. Tb.us, 
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Sbaw1s plays are pei-meated with did~cticism, and otter a 
. •· 
rich source fo~ scholarly study. Unfortunately, as we 
have seen, very little really good scholarship- exists on· 
--·-
Shaw Is best and most representative plays from his ea~ly 
dramatic period, a period which is most important, at 
'. y least from the standpoint of development. On too many 
of his plays the reviews are too tew and in most instances 
extremely shallow. There is no attempt at being comprehensive, 
and, fl'equently,·on1y slightly more at substantiation. 
Many ot the critics rely solely on the Prefaces for mean-
ing and verification, or else deal only with the most 
obvious points which are simply stated dogmatically. 
For these reasons it is readily understandable why many 
readers or Shaw labor under the mistaken impression that 
the dramatist lacks depth. _- And, finally, contrary. to 
what the critics have shown us, we are ~orced to ~ealize 
the fundamental importa~~e of The Qui_~t.essence of I,bse,Iµsrq 
in the study of· Shaw's early drama. - ~This docurnent stands"' 
as the key to the playwright's early dramatic thought. 
Granted, as critics have pointed out, the Prefaces have 
their place, but this place is unquestionably subordinate 
to that of The 9Rin:te.ssene~. filaments o:t this work are 
· found i:n all phases of Shaw's;' drama in the nine-ties, not 
only those previously diseuss·ed. As we may have already 
noticed, however, the degree of importance varies somewhat. I\, . 
In the early p9rtion of the nineties when Ibsen had his 
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most profo11nd influence on Shaw, '!'he 9Rint.essence. was 
centra1 to a fundamental_understanding of his plays as 
evidenced in Mrs. Warren's Pro£ession and Candida. I' 
-
However, as the nineties drew to a close, Sb.atv began 
to revise and expand his original philosophy to a certain 
degree and, as a result, since this philosophy was in a 
state of transition and uncertainty it came to occupy a 
less central and pervasive position in his drama, as we , 
can see in Captain Brassbound1s Conversion. Yet, 
significantly,· its in.fluence remained and was not to be 
replaced until 1903 with the formulation of the concept 
or the Life Force and creative evolution and with its r 
presentation in Man and Superma~ and its Preface. 
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Appendix 
. In the study we have just concluded, perhaps one 
of the most readily observable points is Shaw's much-
discussed didaotieism •. No~ does it necessarily require· 
a critical study of Shaw's meaning to make his. didactioism 
obvious, for even the most casual reader or viewer can f. 
hardly escape its pervasive force. If this obviousness 
~holds t~ue for modern audiences because they have casually 
come to expect this element to a certain degree, it was 
also obvious to the.Victorians but for a contrary reason; 
didaoticism as manifested· in the int.elleotual drama made 
itself conspicuous because it was an element to which the 
. , 
theater-goers of the nineties were not accustomed. In 
fact, it was an element almost non-existent in the English 
\ 
theate~. The Victorian draraa was unusually bad from 
~lmost every standpoint except, perhaps, that of pure 
mechanics. But in no respect was its lag more conspicuous 
than in the staleness o~ its moral and social ideas, 
which ivere not mer.ely vulgar but also vulgar in a fashion 
distinctl'1-__ behind the times.. Yet "the new drama" as 
championed by Shaw was not ~e first reaotion to this 
" sub~.;.literary form. Actually, the first hint of a 
I· 
. . ----·- ~ 
response was provided by the Germans and, more particularl7, 
[,· . 
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HJbbel, who outlined the form of ·the intellectual drama 
at the mid-century. The concept itself was not realized, 
however, until Ibsen in the seventies and .eighties, who 
refined Sc~ibe's well-made play into' something yet more 
naturalistic and concentrated and used it to set forth 
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prob1em situations·which criticized contempo~ary moral 
situations and moral character. This movement, then,· 
.• which wa .. s really inspired by Ibsen, was ·:_:~arried _ to England 
and generated by Shaw. Thus, realizing the potential ot 
this vehicle which naturally required some disturbance 
in the gray matter o:r conventional heads, and being a_ 
reformer by nature ~d profession, Shaw .took and perfected 
''the new drama 11 as a natural means of teaching, a means 
whereby he could not only cri tici-ze but also convey 
revolutionary new ideas. . With this vehicle, however, he 
, was somewhat handicapped, for in order to make his position 
clear he had to rely heavily on discussion and the conflict 
of ideas; as a result there is li tt-le physical action and 
plot development and a good deal of sermonizing, whioh 
naturally lowers the entertainment potential considerably. 
Now, this raises an interesting question. The Vic.torian 
theater being what it was, ,the a·verage theater-goer's 
drama.tic tastes were naturally conditioned to sentimentality, 
abundance of action, heroism, and few new ideas; this 
combination of elements constituted entertaimnent. In 
Shaw's farce Arms and the lvia.n, ~or example, and _to a 
certain extent in T).'l;e De.vil' s Discipl~ he gave ·them the 
romantic and melodramatic conventions that they wanted, but 
' at the s~e time he skillfully introduced new ideas and 
· held romance and tnelodrama up to ridicule. Sinee few 
-viewers were initially aware of this Shavian twist and 
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____ t)l.ose that were generally wez,e of the s·ame mind con-
cerning melodraxna, there was no difficulty in attracting 
an audience.· As is evident, ho~ever, most of Shaw's 
t1 
----· 
intellectual dramas are totally lacking in melodramatic 
devices and he necessarily had to add something to his 
present form. in o~der to make it equally entertaining 
and palatable to Victorian sensibilities, for without- a 
following it would obviously be i~possible to teach. 
What these elements are, as far as I can see, surprisingly, 
have never been discussed, and since we have already 
analyzed some o~ Shaw's dramatic ideas. this study 
follows quite naturally. 
: .. 
-As ani_good advertising man will tell you, if' you 
have a new product to sell you must necessarily attract 
the consumer's attention. Perhaps the best approach is 
to make some new and startling claim; in a sense, Shaw 
did just this. To compensate for his lack of conventional 
··-
structural elements, Shaw introduced into his intellectual 
drama ideas that were new and startling, ideas that would 
first compel the viewer out of curiousity and then 
challenge ·his -casually held belie:rs. Hmne.n nature is 
the sam.e in every age; we all enjoy pointing our finger 
at the, nmental freak," the non-believer, the atheist. 
For the sel'ious and legi t·imate "freak, n his blatant 
non-conformity is his own best publicity and lure, as 
it was with Shaw. Cons~der his belief expressed in 
Candida that the conventional male concept of·marriage· 
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is all ,aaong or, as in Mrs. Warren's Profession, that 
'I 
the conventional woman is inferior to the seli'-su.ffioient 
new:· v1oman; the.se idea::1 were obvious1y intended to call:se 
---outrag~ and c~nt:r-oversy~· Hea:ce:1. in this· maµiler Shaw 
was able to per~orm two tasks simultaneously:. the 
'II 
shocking nature of his ideas not only attracted cUI'ious 
theater-goers, but also jolted them out of their 
complaoency and thereby made them somewh~t more receptive. 
Moreover, to increase this effect - to make his ideas 
. more palatable - Shaw employs an almost uncanny mastery 
... 
of the art of the spoken word. One of the prime faets 
about Shaw's plays is that his words are always easy on 
the actor's tongue and, therefore, on the listener's ears • 
. 
His ideas are absorbed even by unready hearers-. There is, 
of eourse, no way of calculating the number of those who 
have been influence.d by Shaw against their will, but his 
skill is such that by persuasive insi~uation his words 
creep into ears and so into minds that may lQ.sh to close 
.against them, and germinate where they would otherwise 
·be ·rooted out. 
. . 
, · Shaiv also realized that no matter how initially·--·---
intriguing his ideas may appear, a steady diet of them, 
rather than entertaining, t-1ould inevitably lead to 
boredom; 'few people oan find real enjoyment in a two hour 
exchange of serious ideas. Consequently, ·to relieve the • 
tedium and to malte his intellectual plays more entertaining, 
he introduced wit and humor. One must bear in mind that 
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we are speaking_here of those dramas in which the intent 
is more serious, where the combatants enter into a fierce 
conflict of ideas. Some of Shaw•s plays such as Arms 
and the I1an are merely spoofs, attacking everything in 
sight, and as such are inherently funny and therefore 
naturally entertaining or, like The Devi,1. • s. ~i,sc.ipl.e• 
ha:v:e many of the elements of melodrama and could, if 
necessary, get along with the Victorians quite well 
enough without humor. A play such as Candida, however, 
or Mrs. Warren 1 s Profession, in which the leading 
characters discuss the concept of conventional marriage 
or the superiority of th~ new woman, cle~rly needs some-
thing to boost its entertainment appeal, aside from its 
shocking and smoothly~presented ideas; Sb.a~ decided upon 
humor. Thus, Shaw breaks up the tedium of the discussion 
in these two dramas by using the device of sardonic humor 
of character and situation, in which an individual is 
given the generally conceived and somewhat exaggerated 
characteristics of an unpopular type and is made to act 
---
accordingly, thereby in nature and actions held up to 
~ 
ridicule and laughed to scorn. Hence Burgess, Candida 1 s---
father, who is intended to represent the typical 
capitalist is char_acterized by Shatv as a "man of sixty, 
made cearse and sordid by the compulsory selfishness of 
petty oommeroe, and later on softened into ~luggish 
__/ 
bumptiousness by overfeeding and commercial success. 
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A vulgar, ignorant, guzzling man, offensive ·and con• .. 
temptuous ,,to people whose 1~a.bo?' is cheap, ~espeotf'til t~ 
J 
weal th and rank •• ,." He thinks' his commercial p:rospezai tr 
ia due to his triumph of ability, ~hich it is not, and 
that ltls busine~ .. s reroci ty and shrewdness actually masks 
.. '. 
· a man who is oharitable to a fault, which is also not 
true. Throughout .the play he ridicules and mocks himself. 
by his O'tm. words ~~d actions as when he fails :to comprehend 
the "poetic 'orrors" or when he reveals his concept cf 
literature as fairy tales. Or, in Mrs. Warren's Profession, 
the Rev. Samuel Gardner who "is pretentious, booming, 
noisy, important ••• (but who is in reality) that obsolescent 
social phenome11:on, the f'ool of the f arnily dumped in the 
Church by his .father· the Patron, clamorously asserti~ 
bjmself as father and clergyman without being able to 
-
comm.and respect in either capacity.rt He is a man who has 
foolishly committed indiscretions in hi~ youth with Kitty, 
. . 
who displays his we~kness by his lack of control over the 
actions of his son, Frank, and who ex.b.ibits his shallowness 
and lack of sincerity by his concern over ~a=ed:~s social 
position. Thus by giving the audience someone they could 
despise and laugh at.~ Shaw relieved the constant tension 
\ ... 
of intellectual debata. 
Hence• with this combination it is easy to see why 
Shaw might enjoy considerable popularity·among the 
' Victorians. His ideas were new and palatably presented, 
and his humor was enjoyable. But what· about today, i 1S 
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he popular with modern audiences and, if so, how do we 
.,,,.,4. 
account for ·this popt1Jarity? From all indications it ~ 
would seem that he is, for revivals of' his plays some 
half century later .show a marked success. In 1948 
You Never Can Tell• first performed in 1099, was ~evived 
in London at Wyndham's and The Criterion Theater and 
established the second longest run of a Sla 1r1 play in 
revival with 312 perfornances. Widower's Houses (1892), 
revived by the Arts Theater Club in 1949, ran .23 per-
formances, slightly less than Mrs. Warren's Profession 
whieh ran to 31 in 1950.31 Certainly ther~ is something 
timeless in his plays which still attracts us today. No 
doubt in some·.~cases it is his humor~ which often has a 
timeless appeal~ and in others his ideas whioh, contrary to 
popular opinion• are not outdated. Poverty, obviously, 
will not be overcome in the near future. Therefore, his 
belief that itj is a crime against society, one of his most 
/ pop11Ja r themes, is as relevant today as it was at the turn. 
of the century, as is much of his social philosophy. 
Undeniably, though, in some instances his topical satire 
,-
and humor is dated and his ideas no longer iave the appeal 
or tb;e political urgency they had fifty years ago~ The ~ 
. )wit in Widower's Houses is brief and topical, and the · 
ideas are no longer fresh and startling. The problem 
of slum property is a different problem nowadays from 
what it was in 1892, and if the.play had been only an 
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exposure of "middle class respectability and younger son 
gentility fattening on the poverty or the slum. as flies· 
• 
i'atten on filth," it would by now have become an 
historical relic, a social tract in dramatic form 
interesting to students but scarcely entertaining to a 
theater audience. We have to look to other factors to 
account for its survival, as well as the others similarly 
outdated, as a stage play. 
This appeal is found primarily in Shaw's presentation 
of cha~acter. Granted, the men in Widower's Houses 
appear as common self-seekers, and the heroine a fury w~o 
balf strangles her maid in a fit of temper, but Shaw 
grasped from the beginning the fact that every human 
. 
being :whether scoundrel or sa~t has a point or view whicb 
makes it possible for him to justify himself to himself -
and at need, he hopes, to others also. The scoundrel is a 
man of principle in his own eyes, ancf society cannot go 
~ar towards uprooting sco~drelism until it sees-the 
· scoundrel as he sees himself. This is what Shaw set out 
I:, 
to do for sooiety by an act of the imagination: not simply 
to preach ~gainst and vilify scoundrels, not simply to 
praise and magnify non-scoundre~s, for he does both of 
these also to a certain a.agree, but to create scoundrel{:I 
as well as non-scoundrels three dimensionally, in the 
round~ ·so that they live and move and have the.ir being in 
the sight and sound of the audience, exposing themselves 
,' 
in- the penetrating light, of their own self-justification. 
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then, is where Shaw's un:t:ve?'sal appeal lies., 
we see the world from the point of view of' others 
tJJJr · 
·' 
instead of merely having the characters described or 
judged from the dramatist's own point of view in terms 
-or the conventional systems of mo~als. His charaote:rs 
·iive on the stage as themselves; they present their 
own case. 
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